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Several stories of

Ambrose Bierce

The Boarded Window

In 1830,  only  a  few miles away from what  is  now the  great  city  of  Cincinnati,  lay  an 
immense and almost unbroken forest. The whole region was sparsely settled by people of the 
frontier--restless souls who no sooner had hewn fairly habitable homes out of the wilderness 
and attained to that degree of prosperity which today we should call indigence, than, impelled 
by some mysterious impulse of their nature, they abandoned all and pushed farther westward, 
to encounter new perils and privations in the effort to regain the meager comforts which they 
had voluntarily renounced. Many of them had already forsaken that region for the remoter 
settlements,  but among those remaining was one who had been of those first arriving. He 
lived alone in a house of logs surrounded on all sides by the great forest, of whose gloom and 
silence he seemed a part, for no one had ever known him to smile nor speak a needless word.  
His simple wants were supplied by the sale or barter of skins of wild animals in the river 
town, for not a thing did he grow upon the land which, if needful, he might have claimed by 
right  of  undisturbed  possession.  There  were  evidences  of  "improvement"--a  few acres  of 
ground immediately about the house had once been cleared of its trees, the decayed stumps of 
which were half concealed by the new growth that had been suffered to repair the ravage 
wrought by the ax. Apparently the man's zeal for agriculture had burned with a failing flame, 
expiring in penitential ashes.

The little log house, with its chimney of sticks, its roof of warping clapboards weighted with 
traversing poles and its "chinking" of clay, had a single door and, directly opposite, a window. 
The latter, however, was boarded up--nobody could remember a time when it was not. And 
none knew why it was so closed; certainly not because of the occupant's dislike of light and 
air, for on those rare occasions when a hunter had passed that lonely spot the recluse had 
commonly been seen sunning himself on his doorstep if heaven had provided sunshine for his 
need. I fancy there are few persons living today who ever knew the secret of that window, but 
I am one, as you shall see.

The man's name was said to be Murlock. He was apparently seventy years old, actually about 
fifty. Something besides years had had a hand in his aging. His hair and long, full beard were 
white,  his  gray,  lusterless  eyes  sunken,  his  face  singularly  seamed  with  wrinkles  which 
appeared to belong to two intersecting systems. In figure he was tall and spare, with a stoop of 
the  shoulders--a  burden  bearer.  I  never  saw  him;  these  particulars  I  learned  from  my 
grandfather, from whom also I got the man's story when I was a lad. He had known him when 
living near by in that early day.

One day Murlock was found in his cabin, dead. It was not a time and place for coroners and 
newspapers, and I suppose it was agreed that he had died from natural causes or I should have 
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been told, and should remember. I know only that with what was probably a sense of the 
fitness of things the body was buried near the cabin, alongside the grave of his wife, who had 
preceded him by so many years that local tradition had retained hardly a hint of her existence. 
That closes the final chapter of this true story--excepting, indeed, the circumstance that many 
years  afterward,  in company with an equally intrepid spirit,  I  penetrated to the place and 
ventured near enough to the ruined cabin to throw a stone against it, and ran away to avoid the 
ghost  which  every well-informed  boy thereabout  knew haunted  the  spot.  But  there  is  an 
earlier chapter--that supplied by my grandfather.

When Murlock built his cabin and began laying sturdily about with his ax to hew out a farm--
the rifle, meanwhile, his means of support--he was young, strong and full of hope. In that 
eastern country whence he came he had married, as was the fashion, a young woman in all  
ways worthy of his honest devotion, who shared the dangers and privations of his lot with a 
willing spirit and light heart. There is no known record of her name; of her charms of mind 
and person tradition is silent and the doubter is at liberty to entertain his doubt; but God forbid 
that I should share it! Of their affection and happiness there is abundant assurance in every 
added day of the man's widowed life; for what but the magnetism of a blessed memory could 
have chained that venturesome spirit to a lot like that?

One  day Murlock returned  from gunning in  a  distant  part  of  the  forest  to  find  his  wife 
prostrate with fever, and delirious. There was no physician within miles, no neighbor; nor was 
she in a condition to be left, to summon help. So he set about the task of nursing her back to 
health,  but at  the end of the third day she fell  into unconsciousness arid so passed away,  
apparently, with never a gleam of returning reason.

From what we know of a nature like his we may venture to sketch in some of the details of the 
outline picture drawn by my grandfather. When convinced that she was dead, Murlock had 
sense enough to remember that the dead must be prepared for burial. In performance of this 
sacred duty he blundered now and again, did certain things incorrectly, and others which he 
did correctly were done over and over. His occasional failures to accomplish some simple and 
ordinary act filled him with astonishment, like that of a drunken man who wonders at the 
suspension of familiar natural laws. He was surprised, too, that he did not weep--surprised and 
a little ashamed; surely it is unkind not to weep for the dead. "Tomorrow," he said aloud, "I 
shall have to make the coffin arid dig the grave; and then I shall miss her, when she is no 
longer  in  sight;  but  now--she  is  dead,  of  course,  but  it  is  all  right--it  must  be  all  right, 
somehow. Things cannot be so bad as they seem."

He stood over the body in the fading light, adjusting the hair and putting the finishing touches 
to  the  simple  toilet,  doing  all  mechanically,  with  soulless  care.  And  still  through  his 
consciousness ran an undersense of conviction that all  was right--that he should have her 
again as before, and everything explained. He had had no experience in grief; his capacity had 
not  been  enlarged  by use.  His  heart  could  not  contain  it  all,  nor  his  imagination  rightly 
conceive it. He did not know he was so hard struck; that knowledge would come later, and 
never go. Grief is an artist of powers as various as the instruments upon which he plays his  
dirges for the dead, evoking from some the sharpest, shrillest  notes, from others the low, 
grave chords that throb recurrent like the slow beating of a distant drum. Some natures it  
startles;  some  it  stupefies.  To  one  it  comes  like  the  stroke  of  an  arrow,  stinging  all  the 
sensibilities  to  a  keener  life;  to  another  as  the  blow  of  a  bludgeon,  which  in  crushing 
benumbs. We may conceive Murlock to have been that way affected, for (and here we are 
upon surer ground than that of conjecture) no sooner had he finished his pious work than, 
sinking into a chair by the side of the table upon which the body lay, and noting how white 



the  profile  showed in  the  deepening  gloom,  he  laid  his  arms  upon the  table's  edge,  and 
dropped his  face  into them,  tearless  yet  and unutterably weary.  At  that  moment  came in 
through the open window a long, wailing sound like the cry of a lost child in the far deeps of 
the darkening woods! But the man did not move. Again, and nearer than before, sounded that 
unearthly cry upon his failing sense. Perhaps it was a wild beast; perhaps it was a dream. For 
Murlock was asleep.

Some hours later, as it afterward appeared, this unfaithful watcher awoke and lifting his head 
from his arms intently listened--he knew not why. There in the black darkness by the side of 
the dead, recalling all without a shock, he strained his eyes to see--he knew not what. His 
senses were all alert, his breath was suspended, his blood had stilled its tides as if to assist the  
silence. Who--what had waked him, and where was it?

Suddenly the table shook beneath his arms, and at the same moment he heard, or fancied that 
he heard, a light, soft step--another--sounds as of bare feet upon the floor!

He was terrified beyond the power to cry out or move. Perforce he waited--waited there in the 
darkness through seeming centuries of such dread as one may know, yet live to tell. He tried 
vainly to speak the dead woman's name, vainly to stretch forth his hand across the table to 
learn if she were there. His throat was powerless, his arms and hands were like lead. Then 
occurred something most frightful. Some heavy body seemed hurled against the table with an 
impetus that pushed it against his breast so sharply as nearly to overthrow him, and at the 
same instant he heard and felt the fall of something upon the floor with so violent a thump 
that the whole house was shaken by the impact. A scuffling ensued, and a confusion of sounds 
impossible to describe. Murlock had risen to his feet. Fear had by excess forfeited control of 
his faculties. He flung his hands upon the table. Nothing was there!

There is a point at which terror may turn to madness; and madness incites to action. With no 
definite intent, from no motive but the wayward impulse of a madman, Murlock sprang to the 
wall, with a little groping seized his loaded rifle, and without aim discharged it. By the flash 
which lit up the room with a vivid illumination, he saw an enormous panther dragging the 
dead woman  toward the window, its  teeth  fixed in  her  throat!  Then there  were darkness 
blacker than before, and silence; and when he returned to consciousness the sun was high and 
the wood vocal with songs of birds.

The body lay near the window, where the beast had left it when frightened away by the flash 
and report of the rifle. The clothing was deranged, the long hair in disorder, the limbs lay 
anyhow. From the throat, dreadfully lacerated, had issued a pool of blood not yet entirely 
coagulated.  The ribbon with which he had bound the  wrists  was broken;  the hands were 
tightly clenched. 

The realm of the unreal

1

   FOR a part of the distance between Auburn and Newcastle the road--first on one side of a 
creek and then on the other--occupies the whole bottom of the ravine, being partly cut out of 
the  steep  hillside,  and  partly  built  up  with  boulders  removed  from the  creek-bed  by the 
miners. The hills are wooded, the course of the ravine is sinuous. In a dark night care- ful 
driving is required in order not to go off into the water. The night that I have in memory was 
dark, the creek a torrent, swollen by a recent storm. I had driven up from Newcastle and was 



within about a mile of Auburn in the darkest and narrowest part of the ravine, looking intently 
ahead of my horse for the roadway. Suddenly I saw a man almost under the animal's nose, and 
reined in with a jerk that came near setting the creature upon its haunches.  

  'I beg your pardon,' I said; 'I did not see you, sir.'  

  'You could hardly be expected to see me,' the man replied civilly, approaching the side of the 
vehicle; 'and the noise of the creek prevented my hearing you.'  

  I at once recognized the voice, although five years had passed since I had heard it. I was not  
particu- larly well pleased to hear it now.  

  'You are Dr. Dorrimore, I think,' said I.  

  'Yes; and you are my good friend Mr. Manrich. I am more than glad to see you--the excess,'  
he added, with a light laugh, 'being due to the fact that I am going your way, and naturally 
expect an invitation to ride with you.'  

  'Which I extend with all my heart.'  

  That was not altogether true.  

  Dr. Dorrimore thanked me as he seated himself beside me, and I drove cautiously forward, 
as before. Doubtless it is fancy, but it seems to me now that the remaining distance was made 
in a chill fog; that I was uncomfortably cold; that the way was longer than ever before, and the 
town, when we reached it, cheerless, forbidding, and desolate. It must have been early in the 
evening, yet I do not recollect a light in any of the houses nor a living thing in the streets.  
Dorrimore explained at some length how he hap- pened to be there, and where he had been 
during the years that had elapsed since I had seen him. I recall the fact of the narrative, but 
none of the facts narrated. He had been in foreign countries and had returned--this is all that 
my memory retains, and this I already knew. As to myself I cannot remember that I spoke a 
word, though doubtless I did.  

  Of  one  thing  I  am  distinctly  conscious:  the  man's  presence  at  my  side  was  strangely 
distasteful and disquieting--so much so that when I at last pulled up under the lights of the 
Putnam House I  experi-  enced a sense of having escaped some spiritual  peril  of a nature 
peculiarly forbidding. This sense of relief was somewhat modified by the discovery that Dr. 
Dorrimore was living at the same hotel.  

2

  In  partial  explanation  of  my  feelings  regarding  Dr.  Dorrimore  I  will  relate  briefly  the 
circumstances under which I had met him some years before. One evening a half-dozen men 
of whom I was one were sitting in the library of the Bohemian Club in San Francisco. The 
conversation had turned to the sub- ject of sleight-of-hand and the feats  of the prestidigi- 
tateurs, one of whom was then exhibiting at a local theatre.  

  'These fellows are pretenders in a double sense,' said one of the party; 'they can do nothing 
which it is worth one's while to be made a dupe by. The humblest wayside juggler in India 
could mystify them to the verge of lunacy.'  

  'For example, how?' asked another, lighting a cigar.  



  'For example, by all their common and familiar performances--throwing large objects into 
the air which never come down; causing plants to sprout, grow visibly and blossom, in bare 
ground chosen by spectators; putting a man into a wicker basket, piercing him through and 
through with a sword while he shrieks and bleeds, and then--the basket being opened nothing 
is there; tossing the free end of a silken ladder into the air, mounting it and disappearing.'  

  'Nonsense!' I said, rather uncivilly, I fear. 'You surely do not believe such things?'  

  'Certainly not: I have seen them too often.'  

  'But I do,' said a journalist of considerable local fame as a picturesque reporter. 'I have so 
frequently  related  them  that  nothing  but  observation  could  shake  my  conviction.  Why, 
gentlemen, I have my own word for it.'  

  Nobody laughed--all were looking at something behind me. Turning in my seat I saw a man 
in evening dress who had just entered the room. He was exceedingly dark, almost swarthy,  
with a thin face, black-bearded to the lips, an abundance of coarse black hair in some disorder, 
a high nose and eyes that glittered with as soulless an expression as those of a cobra. One of 
the group rose and introduced him as Dr. Dorrimore, of Calcutta. As each of us was presented 
in  turn he  acknowledged the fact  with a  profound bow in  the Oriental  manner,  but  with 
nothing of Oriental gravity. His smile impressed me as cynical and a trifle contemptuous. His 
whole demeanour I can describe only as disagreeably engaging.  

  His  presence  led  the  conversation  into  other  chan-  nels.  He  said  little--I  do  not  recall 
anything of what he did say. I thought his voice singularly rich and melodious, but it affected 
me in the same way as his eyes and smile. In a few minutes I rose to go. He also rose and put 
on his overcoat.  

  'Mr. Manrich,' he said, 'I am going your way.'  

  'The devil you are!' I thought. 'How do you know which way I am going?' Then I said, 'I  
shall be pleased to have your company.'  

  We left the building together. No cabs were in sight, the street cars had gone to bed, there 
was a full moon and the cool night air was delightful; we walked up the California Street Hill.  
I  took that  direction thinking he would naturally wish to take another,  toward one of the 
hotels.  

  'You do not believe what is told of the Hindu jugglers,' he said abruptly.  

  'How do you know that?' I asked.  

  Without replying he laid his hand lightly upon my arm and with the other pointed to the 
stone side- walk directly in front. There, almost at our feet, lay the dead body of a man, the 
face upturned and white in the moonlight! A sword whose hilt sparkled with gems stood fixed 
and upright in the breast; a pool of blood had collected on the stones of the sidewalk.  

  I was startled and terrified--not only by what I saw, but by the circumstances under which I 
saw it. Repeatedly during our ascent of the hill my eyes, I thought, had traversed the whole 
reach of that sidewalk, from street to street.  How could they have been insensible to this 
dreadful object now so con- spicuous in the white moonlight.  

  As my dazed faculties cleared I observed that the body was in evening dress; the overcoat 
thrown wide open revealed  the dress-coat,  the white  tie,  the broad expanse of shirt  front 



pierced by the sword. And--horrible revelation!--the face, except for its pallor, was that of my 
companion!  It  was  to  the  minutest  detail  of  dress  and  feature  Dr.  Dorri-  more  himself.  
Bewildered and horrified, I turned to look for the living man. He was nowhere visible, and 
with an added terror I retired from the place, down the hill in the direction whence I had 
come. I had taken but a few strides when a strong grasp upon my shoulder arrested me. I came 
near crying out with terror: the dead man, the sword still fixed in his breast, stood beside me!  
Pulling out the sword with his disengaged hand, he flung it from him, the moonlight glinting 
upon the jewels of its hilt and the unsullied steel of its blade. It fell with a clang upon the 
sidewalk ahead and--vanished! The man, swarthy as before, relaxed his grasp upon my shoul- 
der and looked at me with the same cynical regard that I had observed on first meeting him. 
The dead have not that look--it partly restored me, and turn- ing my head backward, I saw the  
smooth white expanse of sidewalk, unbroken from street to street.  

  'What is  all  this  nonsense, you devil?'  I  de- manded,  fiercely enough, though weak and 
trembling in every limb.  

  'It is what some are pleased to call jugglery,' he answered, with a light, hard laugh.  

  He turned down Dupont Street and I saw him no more until we met in the Auburn ravine.  

3

  On the day after my second meeting with Dr. Dorrimore I did not see him: the clerk in the 
Put- nam House explained that a slight illness confined him to his rooms. That afternoon at 
the  railway  station  I  was  surprised  and  made  happy  by  the  unexpected  arrival  of  Miss 
Margaret Corray and her mother, from Oakland.  

  This is not a love story.  I am no story-teller,  and love as it  is cannot be portrayed in a 
literature domi- nated and enthralled by the debasing tyranny which 'sentences letters' in the 
name of the Young Girl. Under the Young Girl's blighting reign--or rather under the rule of 
those false Ministers of the Censure who have appointed themselves to the custody of her 
welfare--Love  

   veils her sacred fires, And, unaware, Morality expires, famished upon the sifted meal and 
distilled water of a prudish purveyance.  

  Let it suffice that Miss Corray and I were engaged in marriage. She and her mother went to  
the hotel at which I lived, and for two weeks I saw her daily. That I was happy needs hardly 
be said; the only bar to my perfect enjoyment of those golden days was the presence of Dr.  
Dorrimore, whom I had felt compelled to introduce to the ladies.  

  By them he was evidently held in favour. What could I say? I knew absolutely nothing to his 
dis- credit. His manners were those of a cultivated and considerate gentleman; and to women 
a man's man- ner is the man. On one or two occasions when I saw Miss Corray walking with 
him I was furious, and once had the indiscretion to protest. Asked for rea- sons, I had none to 
give, and fancied I saw in her expression a shade of contempt for the vagaries of a jealous 
mind. In time I grew morose and con- sciously disagreeable, and resolved in my madness to 
return to San Francisco the next day. Of this, however, I said nothing.  

4

  There was at Auburn an old, abandoned cemetery. It was nearly in the heart of the town, yet 
by night it was as gruesome a place as the most dismal of human moods could crave. The 



railings about the plots were prostrate, decayed, or altogether gone. Many of the graves were 
sunken, from others grew sturdy pines, whose roots had committed unspeak- able sin. The 
headstones were fallen and broken across; brambles overran the ground; the fence was mostly 
gone, and cows and pigs wandered there at will; the place was a dishonour to the living, a 
calumny on the dead, a blasphemy against God.  

  The evening of the day on which I had taken my madman's resolution to depart in anger 
from all that was dear to me found me in that congenial spot. The light of the half moon fell  
ghostly through the foliage of trees in spots and patches, revealing much that was unsightly,  
and the black shadows seemed conspiracies withholding to the proper time revelations of 
darker import. Passing along what had been a gravel path, I saw emerging from shadow the 
figure of Dr. Dorrimore. I was myself in shadow, and stood still with clenched hands and set 
teeth, trying to control the impulse to leap upon and stran- gle him. A moment later a second 
figure joined him and clung to his arm. It was Margaret Corray!  

  I cannot rightly relate what occurred. I know that I sprang forward, bent upon murder; I 
know that I was found in the grey of the morning, bruised and bloody, with finger marks upon 
my throat. I was taken to the Putnam House, where for days I lay in a delirium. All this I  
know, for I  have been told.  And of my own knowledge I  know that when consciousness 
returned with convalescence I sent for the clerk of the hotel.  

  'Are Mrs. Corray and her daughter still here?' I asked.  

  'What name did you say?'  

  'Corray.'  

  'Nobody of that name has been here.'  

  'I beg you will not trifle with me,' I said petu- lantly. 'You see that I am all right now; tell me  
the truth.'  

  'I give you my word,' he replied with evident sin- cerity,  'we have had no guests of that 
name.'  

  His words stupefied me. I lay for a few moments in silence; then I asked: 'Where is Dr. 
Dorrimore?'  

  'He left on the morning of your fight and has not been heard of since. It was a rough deal he  
gave you.'  

5

  Such are the facts of this case. Margaret Corray is now my wife. She has never seen Auburn, 
and dur- ing the weeks whose history as it shaped itself in my brain I have endeavoured to 
relate, was living at her home in Oakland, wondering where her lover was and why he did not 
write. The other day I saw in the Baltimore Sun the following paragraph:  

   'Professor Valentine Dorrimore, the hypnotist, had a large audience last night. The lecturer, 
who has lived most of his life in India, gave some mar- vellous exhibitions of his power, 
hypnotizing anyone who chose to submit himself to the experiment, by merely looking at him. 
In  fact,  he  twice  hypnotized  the  entire  audience  (reporters  alone  exempted),  making  all 
entertain the most extraordinary illusions. The most valuable feature of the lecture was the 
disclosure of the methods of the Hindu jugglers in their famous performances, familiar in the 



mouths of travellers. The professor declares that these thaumaturgists have acquired such skill 
in the art which he learned at their feet that they perform their miracles by simply throwing 
the "spectators" into a state of hypnosis and telling them what to see and hear. His assertion 
that a peculiarly susceptible subject may be kept in the realm of the unreal for weeks, months,  
and even years, dominated by what- ever delusions and hallucinations the operator may from 
time to time suggest, is a trifle disquieting.'  

The stranger

A MAN stepped out of the darkness into the little illuminated circle about our failing camp-
fire and seated himself upon a rock. 

  'You are not the first to explore this region,' he said gravely. 

  Nobody controverted his statement; he was him- self proof of its truth, for he was not of our 
party  and  must  have  been  somewhere  near  when  we  camped.  Moreover,  he  must  have 
companions not far away; it was not a place where one would be living or trav- elling alone. 
For more than a week we had seen, be- sides ourselves and our animals, only such living 
things as rattlesnakes and horned toads. In an Ari- zona desert one does not long coexist with 
only such creatures as these: one must have pack animals, sup- plies, arms--'an outfit.' And all  
these imply com- rades. It was perhaps a doubt as to what manner of men this unceremonious 
stranger's  comrades  might  be,  together  with  something  in  his  words  in-  terpretable  as  a 
challenge that caused every man of our half-dozen 'gentlemen adventurers' to rise to a sitting 
posture and lay his hand upon a weapon --an act signifying, in that time and place, a policy of 
expectation. The stranger gave the matter no attention and began again to speak in the same 
deliberate, uninflected monotone in which he had delivered his first sentence: 

  'Thirty years ago Ramon Gallegos, William Shaw, George W. Kent, and Berry Davis, all of 
Tucson,  crossed  the  Santa  Catalina  mountains  and  travelled  due  west,  as  nearly  as  the 
configuration of the coun- try permitted. We were prospecting and it was our intention, if we 
found nothing, to push through to the Gila river at  some point near Big Bend, where we 
understood there was a settlement. We had a good outfit, but no guide--just Ramon Gallegos, 
William Shaw, George W. Kent, and Berry Davis.' 

  The man repeated the names slowly and distinctly, as if to fix them in the memories of his  
audience, every member of which was now attentively observ- ing him, but with a slackened 
apprehension regard- ing his possible companions somewhere in the dark- ness that seemed to 
enclose us like a black wall; in the manner of this volunteer historian was no sug- gestion of 
an unfriendly purpose. His act was rather that of a harmless lunatic than an enemy. We were 
not so new to the country as not to know that the solitary life of many a plainsman had a 
tendency to develop eccentricities of conduct and character not always easily distinguishable 
from mental aber- ration. A man is like a tree: in a forest of his fellows he will  grow as 
straight  as  his  generic  and individual  nature  permits;  alone  in  the  open,  he yields  to  the 
deforming stresses and tortions that environ him. Some such thoughts were in my mind as I 
watched the man from the shadow of my hat, pulled low to shut out the firelight. A witless 
fellow, no doubt, but what could he be doing there in the heart of a desert? 

  Having undertaken to tell this story, I wish that I could describe the man's appearance; that 
would be a natural thing to do. Unfortunately, and some- what strangely, I find myself unable 



to do so with any degree of confidence, for afterward no two of us agreed as to what he wore 
and how he looked; and when I try to set down my own impressions they elude me. Anyone 
can tell some kind of story; narration is one of the elemental powers of the race. But the talent 
for description is a gift. 

  Nobody having broken silence the visitor went on to say: 

  'This country was not then what it is now. There was not a ranch between the Gila and the  
Gulf. There was a little game here and there in the moun- tains, and near the infrequent water-
holes grass enough to keep our animals from starvation. If we should be so fortunate as to 
encounter no Indians we might get through. But within a week the purpose of the expedition 
had altered from discovery of wealth to preservation of life. We had gone too far to go back,  
for what was ahead could be no worse than what was behind; so we pushed on, riding by 
night to avoid Indians and the intolerable heat, and con- cealing ourselves by day as best we 
could. Some- times, having exhausted our supply of wild meat and emptied our casks, we 
were days without food or drink; then a water-hole or a shallow pool in the bottom of an 
arroyo so restored our strength and sanity that we were able to shoot some of the wild animals 
that sought it also. Sometimes it was a bear, sometimes an antelope, a coyote, a cougar-- that 
was as God pleased; all were food. 

  'One morning as we skirted a mountain range, seeking a practicable pass, we were attacked 
by a band of Apaches who had followed our trail up a gulch--it is not far from here. Knowing 
that they outnumbered us ten to one, they took none of their usual cowardly precautions, but 
dashed upon us at a gallop, firing and yelling. Fighting was out of the question: we urged our  
feeble animals up the gulch as far as there was footing for a hoof, then threw ourselves out of  
our saddles and took to the chaparral on one of the slopes, abandoning our en- tire outfit to the 
enemy. But we retained our rifles, every man--Ramon Gallegos, William Shaw, George W. 
Kent, and Berry Davis.' 

  'Same old crowd,' said the humorist of our party. He was an Eastern man, unfamiliar with the 
decent observances of social intercourse. A gesture of dis- approval from our leader silenced 
him, and the stranger proceeded with his tale: 

  'The savages dismounted also, and some of them ran up the gulch beyond the point at which 
we had left  it,  cutting  off  further  retreat  in  that  direction  and forcing us  on up the  side. 
Unfortunately the chapar- ral extended only a short distance up the slope, and as we came into 
the open ground above we took the fire of a dozen rifles; but Apaches shoot badly when in a 
hurry, and God so willed it that none of us fell. Twenty yards up the slope, beyond the edge of 
the brush, were vertical cliffs, in which, directly in front of us, was a narrow opening. Into  
that we ran, finding ourselves in a cavern about as large as an ordinary room in a house. Here 
for a time we were safe: a single man with a repeating rifle could defend the entrance against  
all the Apaches in the land. But against hunger and thirst we had no defence. Courage we still  
had, but hope was a memory. 

  'Not one of those Indians did we afterward see, but by the smoke and glare of their fires in 
the gulch we knew that by day and by night they watched with ready rifles in the edge of the  
bush--knew that if we made a sortie not a man of us would live to take three steps into the 
open.  For  three  days,  watch-  ing  in  turn,  we  held  out  before  our  suffering  became 
insupportable. Then--It was the morning of the fourth day--Ramon Gallegos said: 



  '"Senores,  I  know not  well  of the good God and what  please Him.  I  have live  without 
religion, and I am not acquaint with that of you. Pardon, senores, if I shock you, but for me 
the time is come to beat the game of the Apache." 

  'He knelt upon the rock floor of the cave and pressed his pistol against his temple. "Madre de 
Dios," he said, "comes now the soul of Ramon Gallegos." 

  'And so he left us--William Shaw, George W. Kent, and Berry Davis. 

  'I was the leader: it was for me to speak. 

  '"He was a brave man," I said--"he knew when to die, and how. It is foolish to go mad from 
thirst and fall by Apache bullets, or be skinned alive--it is in bad taste. Let us join Ramon 
Gallegos." 

  '"That is right," said William Shaw. 

  '"That is right," said George W. Kent. 

  'I  straightened the limbs of Ramon Gallegos and put a handkerchief over his face. Then 
William Shaw said: "I should like to look like that--a little while." 

  'And George W. Kent said that he felt that way, too. 

  '"It shall be so," I said: "the red devils will wait a week. William Shaw and George W. Kent,  
draw and kneel." 

  'They did so and I stood before them. 

  '" Almighty God, our Father," said I. 

  '"Almighty God, our Father," said William Shaw. 

  '"Almighty God, our Father," said George W. Kent. 

  '"Forgive us our sins," said I. 

  '"Forgive us our sins," said they. 

  '"And receive our souls." 

  '"And receive our souls." 

  '"Amen!" 

  '"Amen!" 

  'I laid them beside Ramon Gallegos and covered their faces.' 

  There was a quick commotion on the opposite side of the camp-fire: one of our party had 
sprung to his feet, pistol in hand. 

  'And you!' he shouted--'you dared to escape? --you dare to be alive? You cowardly hound, 
I'll send you to join them if I hang for it!' 

  But with the leap of a panther the captain was upon him, grasping his wrist. 'Hold it in, Sam 
Yountsey, hold it in!' 



  We were now all upon our feet--except the stranger, who sat motionless and apparently inat- 
tentive. Some one seized Yountsey's other arm. 

  'Captain,' I said, 'there is something wrong here. This fellow is either a lunatic or merely a 
liar--just a plain, everyday liar whom Yountsey has no call to kill. If this man was of that 
party it had five members, one of whom--probably himself--he has not named.' 

  'Yes,' said the captain, releasing the insur- gent, who sat down, 'there is something--unusual. 
Years ago four dead bodies  of white  men,  scalped and shamefully mutilated,  were found 
about the mouth of that cave. They are buried there; I have seen the graves--we shall all see 
them to- morrow.' 

  The stranger rose, standing tall  in the light of the expiring fire,  which in our breathless 
attention to his story we had neglected to keep going. 

  'There were four,' he said--'Ramon Gallegos, William Shaw, George W. Kent, and Berry 
Davis.' 

  With this reiterated rollcall of the dead he walked into the darkness and we saw him no 
more. At that moment one of our party, who had been on guard, strode in among us, rifle in 
hand and somewhat excited. 

  'Captain,' he said, 'for the last half-hour three men have been standing out there on the mesa.' 
He pointed in the direction taken by the stranger. 'I could see them distinctly, for the moon is 
up, but as they had no guns and I had them covered with mine I thought it was their move. 
They have made none, but damn it! they have got on to my nerves.' 

  'Go back to your post, and stay till you see them again,' said the captain. 'The rest of you lie  
down again, or I'll kick you all into the fire.' 

  The sentinel obediently withdrew, swearing, and did not return. As we were arranging our 
blankets the fiery Yountsey said: 'I beg your pardon, Cap- tain, but who the devil do you take 
them to be? ' 

  'Ramon Gallegos, William Shaw, and George W. Kent.' 

  'But how about Berry Davis? I ought to have shot him.' 

  'Quite needless; you couldn't have made him any deader. Go to sleep.'  

XMP>THE MIDDLE TOE OF THE RIGHT FOOT by Ambrose Bierce 1 IT is well known 
that the old Manton house is haunted. In all the rural district near about, and even in the town 
of Marshall, a mile away, not one person of unbiased mind entertains a doubt of it; incredulity 
is confined to those opinionated persons who will be called 'cranks' as soon as the useful word 
shall have penetrated the intellectual demesne of the Marshall Advance. The evidence that the 
house is haunted is of two kinds: the testimony of disinterested witnesses who have had ocular 
proof, and that of the house itself. The former may be disregarded and ruled out on any of the 
various grounds of objection which may be urged against it by the ingenious; but facts within 
the observation of all are material and controlling. In the first place, the Manton house has 
been un- occupied by mortals for more than ten years, and with its outbuildings is slowly 
falling into decay-- a circumstance which in itself the judicious will hardly venture to ignore. 
It stands a little way off the loneliest reach of the Marshall and Harriston road, in an opening 
which was once a farm and is still dis- figured with strips of rotting fence and half covered 
with brambles overrunning a stony and sterile soil long unacquainted with the plough. The 



house it- self is in tolerably good condition, though badly weather-stained and in dire need of 
attention from the glazier, the smaller male population of the region having attested in the 
manner of its kind its disapproval of dwelling without dwellers. It is two stories in height, 
nearly  square,  its  front  pierced  by a  single  doorway flanked  on  each  side  by  a  window 
boarded up to the very top. Corresponding windows above, not protected, serve to admit light 
and rain to the rooms of the upper floor. Grass and weeds grow pretty rankly all about, and a 
few shade trees, somewhat the worse for wind, and leaning all in one direction, seem to be 
making a concerted effort to run away. In short, as the Marshall town humorist explained in 
the columns of the Advance, 'the prop- osition that the Manton house is badly haunted is the 
only logical conclusion from the premises.' The fact that in this dwelling Mr. Manton thought 
it expedient one night some ten years ago to rise and cut the throats of his wife and two small 
children,  removing at once to another part  of the country,  has no doubt done its  share in 
directing public attention to the fitness of the place for supernatural phe- nomena. To this 
house, one summer evening, came four men in a wagon. Three of them promptly alighted, and 
the one who had been driving hitched the team to the only remaining post of what had been a 
fence.  The  fourth  remained  seated  in  the  wagon.  'Come,'  said  one  of  his  companions, 
approaching him, while the others moved away in the direction of the dwell- ing--'this is the 
place.' The man addressed did not move. 'By God!' he said harshly, 'this is a trick, and it looks 
to me as if you were in it.' 'Perhaps I am,' the other said, looking him straight in the face and 
speaking in a tone which had something of contempt in it. 'You will remember, however, that 
the choice of place was with your own assent left to the other side. Of course if you are afraid  
of spooks--' 'I am afraid of nothing,' the man interrupted with another oath, and sprang to the 
ground. The two then joined the others at the door, which one of them had already opened 
with some difficulty, caused by rust of lock and hinge. All entered. Inside it was dark, but the 
man who had unlocked the door pro- duced a candle and matches and made a light. He then 
unlocked a door on their right as they stood in the passage. This gave them entrance to a large, 
square room that the candle but dimly lighted. The floor had a thick carpeting of dust, which 
partly muf- fled their footfalls. Cobwebs were in the angles of the walls and depended from 
the ceiling like strips of rotting lace, making undulatory movements in the disturbed air. The 
room had two windows in adjoin- ing sides, but from neither could anything be seen except 
the rough inner surfaces of boards a few inches from the glass. There was no fireplace, no 
furniture; there was nothing: besides the cobwebs and the dust, the four men were the only 
objects there which were not a part of the structure. Strange enough they looked in the yellow 
light of the candle. The one who had so reluctantly alighted was especially spectacular--he 
might have been called sensational. He was of middle age, heavily built, deep-chested and 
broad-shouldered. Looking at his figure, one would have said that he had a giant's strength; at 
his features, that he would use it like a giant. He was clean-shaven, his hair rather closely 
cropped and grey. His low fore- head was seamed with wrinkles above the eyes, and over the 
nose  these  became  vertical.  The  heavy  black  brows  followed  the  same  law,  saved  from 
meeting only by an upward turn at what would otherwise have been the point of contact.  
Deeply sunken be- neath these glowed in the obscure light a pair of eyes of uncertain colour, 
but obviously enough too small. There was something forbidding in their ex- pression, which 
was not bettered by the cruel mouth and wide jaw. The nose was well enough, as noses go; 
one does not expect much of noses. All that was sinister in the man's face seemed accentuated 
by an unnatural pallor--he appeared altogether bloodless. The appearance of the other men 
was sufficiently commonplace: they were such persons as one meets and forgets that he met. 
All were younger than the man described, between whom and the eldest of the others, who 
stood apart,  there was apparently no kindly feeling.  They avoided looking at  each  other. 
'Gentlemen,' said the man holding the candle and keys,' I believe everything is right. Are you 
ready, Mr. Rosser?' The man standing apart from the group bowed and smiled. 'And you, Mr. 



Grossmith?' The heavy man bowed and scowled. 'You will be pleased to remove your outer 
clothing.' Their hats, coats, waistcoats and neckwear were soon removed and thrown outside 
the door, in the passage. The man with the candle now nodded, and the fourth man--he who 
had urged Grossmith to leave the wagon--produced from the pocket of his overcoat two long, 
murderous-looking bowie- knives, which he drew now from their leather scabbards. 'They are 
exactly alike,' he said, presenting one to each of the two principals--for by this time the dullest 
observer would have understood the nature of this meeting. It was to be a duel to the death.  
Each combatant took a knife, examined it criti- cally near the candle and tested the strength of 
blade and handle across his lifted knee. Their per- sons were then searched in turn, each by 
the second of the other. 'If it is agreeable to you, Mr. Grossmith,' said the man holding the 
light,' you will place yourself in that corner.' He indicated the angle of the room farthest from 
the door, whither Grossmith retired, his second part- ing from him with a grasp of the hand 
which  had nothing of  cordiality  in  it.  In  the angle nearest  the  door Mr. Rosser stationed 
himself,  and after a whispered consultation his second left him, joining the other near the 
door. At that moment the candle was suddenly extinguished, leaving all in profound darkness. 
This may have been done by the draught from the opened door; whatever the cause, the effect 
was startling.  'Gentlemen,'  said a voice which sounded strangely unfamiliar  in the altered 
condition affecting the relations of the senses--'gentlemen, you will not move until you hear 
the closing of the outer door.' A sound of trampling ensued, then the closing of the inner door; 
and finally the outer one closed with a concussion which shook the entire building. A few 
minutes afterward a belated farmer's boy met a light wagon which was being driven furiously 
toward the town of Marshall. He declared that be- hind the two figures on the front seat stood 
a third, with its hands upon the bowed shoulders of the others, who appeared to struggle 
vainly to free themselves from its grasp. This figure, unlike the others, was clad in white, and 
had undoubtedly boarded the wagon as it passed the haunted house. As the lad could boast a 
considerable former expe- rience with the supernatural thereabouts his word had the weight 
justly due to the testimony of an expert. The story (in connection with the next day's events)  
eventually  appeared  in  the  Advance,  with  some  slight  literary  embellishments  and  a 
concluding intimation that the gentlemen referred to would be allowed the use of the paper's 
columns  for  their  version  of  the  night's  adventure.  But  the  privilege  remained  without  a 
claimant. 2 The events that led up to this 'duel in the dark' were simple enough. One evening 
three young men of the town of Marshall were sitting in a quiet corner of the porch of the 
village  hotel,  smoking  and  dis-  cussing  such  matters  as  three  educated  young  men  of  a 
Southern  village  would  naturally  find  interesting.  Their  names  were  King,  Sancher  and 
Rosser. At a little distance, within easy hearing, but taking no part in the conversation, sat a 
fourth. He was a stranger to the others. They merely knew that on his arrival by the stage-
coach that afternoon he had written in the hotel register the name Robert Grossmith. He had 
not been observed to speak to anyone except the hotel clerk. He seemed, indeed, singularly 
fond of his  own company--or,  as  the personnel  of  the Advance expressed it,  'grossly ad- 
dicted  to  evil  associations.'  But  then  it  should  be  said  in  justice  to  the  stranger  that  the 
personnel was himself of a too convivial disposition fairly to judge one differently gifted, and 
had, moreover, experienced a slight rebuff in an effort at an 'interview.' 'I hate any kind of  
deformity in a woman,'  said King, 'whether natural or--acquired.  I have a theory that any 
physical defect has its correlative mental and moral defect.' 'I infer, then,' said Rosser gravely,  
'that a lady lacking the moral advantage of a nose would find the struggle to become Mrs.  
King an  arduous  enterprise.'  'Of  course  you  may  put  it  that  way,'  was  the  re-  ply;  'but, 
seriously, I once threw over a most charming girl on learning quite accidentally that she had 
suffered amputation of a toe. My conduct was brutal if you like, but if I had married that girl I  
should have been miserable for life and should have made her so.' 'Whereas,' said Sancher, 
with a light laugh, 'by marrying a gentleman of more liberal views she escaped with a parted 



throat.' 'Ah, you know to whom I refer. Yes, she married Manton, but I don't know about his 
liberality;  I'm not  sure  but  he  cut  her  throat  because  he  discovered  that  she  lacked  that 
excellent thing in woman, the middle toe of the right foot.' 'Look at that chap!' said Rosser in 
a low voice, his eyes fixed upon the stranger. 'That chap' was obviously listening intently to 
the conversation. 'Damn his impudence!' muttered King--' what ought we to do?' 'That's an 
easy one,' Rosser replied, rising. 'Sir,' he continued, addressing the stranger, 'I think it would 
be better if you would remove your chair to the other end of the veranda. The presence of 
gentle- men is evidently an unfamiliar situation to you.' The man sprang to his feet and strode 
forward  with  clenched  hands,  his  face  white  with  rage.  All  were  now standing.  Sancher 
stepped between the belligerents. 'You are hasty and unjust,' he said to Rosser; 'this gentleman 
has done nothing to deserve such language.' But Rosser would not withdraw a word. By the 
custom of the country and the time there could be but one outcome to the quarrel. 'I demand 
the satisfaction due to a gentleman,' said the stranger, who had become more calm. 'I have not 
an acquaintance in this region. Perhaps you, sir,' bowing to Sancher, 'will be kind enough to 
represent me in this matter.'  Sancher accepted the trust--somewhat reluc- tantly it must be 
confessed, for the man's appear- ance and manner were not at all to his liking. King, who 
during the colloquy had hardly removed his eyes from the stranger's face and had not spoken 
a word, consented with a nod to act for Rosser, and the upshot of it was that, the principals  
having retired, a meeting was arranged for the next evening. The nature of the arrangements 
has been already disclosed.  The duel  with knives  in a  dark room was once a  commoner 
feature of south-western life than it is likely to be again. How thin a veneering of 'chivalry' 
covered the essential  brutality of the code under which such encounters were possible we 
shall see. 3 In the blaze of a midsummer noonday the old Manton house was hardly true to its 
traditions. It was of the earth, earthy. The sunshine caressed it warmly and affectionately, with 
evident disregard of its bad reputation. The grass greening all the expanse in its front seemed 
to grow, not rankly, but with a natural and joyous exuberance, and the weeds blossomed quite 
like plants. Full of charming lights and shadows and populous with pleasant-voiced birds, the 
neglected shade trees no longer struggled to run away, but bent reverently beneath their bur- 
den of sun and song. Even in the glassless upper windows was an expression of peace and 
content- ment, due to the light within. Over the stony fields the visible heat danced with a 
lively tremor incom- patible with the gravity which is an attribute of the supernatural. Such 
was the aspect under which the place pre- sented itself to Sheriff Adams and two other men 
who had come out from Marshall to look at it. One of these men was Mr. King, the sheriff's 
deputy; the other, whose name was Brewer, was a brother of the late Mrs. Manton. Under a 
beneficent law of the State relating to property which had been for a certain period abandoned 
by an owner whose residence cannot be ascertained, the sheriff was legal custodian of the 
Manton  farm  and  appurtenances  thereunto  belonging.  His  present  visit  was  in  mere 
perfunctory compliance with some order of a court in which Mr. Brewer had an action to get 
possession of the property as heir to his deceased sister. By a mere coincidence, the visit was 
made on the day after the night that Deputy King had unlocked the house for another and very 
different purpose. His presence now was not of his own choosing: he had been ordered to 
accompany his  superior,  and  at  the  moment  could  think  of  nothing  more  pru-  dent  than 
simulated alacrity in obedience to the command. Carelessly opening the front door, which to 
his surprise was not locked, the sheriff was amazed to see, lying on the floor of the passage 
into which it opened, a confused heap of men's apparel. Exam- ination showed it to consist of 
two hats, and the same number of coats, waistcoats and scarves, all in a remarkably good state 
of  preservation,  albeit  somewhat  defiled  by the  dust  in  which  they lay.  Mr.  Brewer  was 
equally astonished, but Mr. King's emotion is not on record. With a new and lively interest in 
his own actions the sheriff now unlatched and pushed open the door on the right, and the three 
entered. The room was apparently vacant--no; as their eyes became accustomed to the dimmer 



light something was visible in the farthest angle of the wall. It was a human figure--that of a  
man crouching close in the corner. Something in the atti- tude made the intruders halt when 
they had barely passed the threshold. The figure more and more clearly defined itself. The 
man was upon one knee, his back in the angle of the wall, his shoulders elevated to the level 
of his ears, his hands before his face, palms outward, the fingers spread and crooked like 
claws; the white face turned upward on the retracted neck had an expression of unutterable 
fright, the mouth half open, the eyes incredibly expanded. He was stone dead. Yet, with the 
excep- tion of a bowieknife, which had evidently fallen from his own hand, not another object 
was in the room. In thick dust that covered the floor were some confused footprints near the 
door and along the wall through which it opened. Along one of the ad- joining walls, too, past 
the  boarded-up windows,  was  the  trail  made  by the  man  himself  in  reaching his  corner. 
Instinctively in approaching the body the three men followed that trail. The sheriff grasped 
one of the out-thrown arms; it was as rigid as iron, and the application of a gentle force rocked 
the en- tire body without altering the relation of its parts. Brewer, pale with excitement, gazed 
intently into the distorted face. 'God of mercy!' he suddenly cried, 'it is Manton! ' 'You are  
right,' said King, with an evident at- tempt at calmness: 'I knew Manton. He then wore a full 
beard and his hair long, but this is he.'  He might have added: 'I  recognized him when he 
challenged Rosser. I told Rosser and Sancher who he was before we played him this horrible 
trick.  When Rosser left  this  dark room at our heels,  for- getting his outer clothing in the 
excitement,  and  driving  away  with  us  in  his  shirt  sleeves--all  through  the  discreditable 
proceedings we knew whom we were dealing with, murderer and coward that he was!' But 
nothing of this did Mr. King say. With his better light he was trying to penetrate the mystery  
of the man's death. That he had not once moved from the corner where he had been stationed; 
that his posture was that of neither attack nor defence; that he had dropped his weapon; that he 
had obviously perished of sheer horror of something that he saw --these were circumstances 
which  Mr.  King's  dis-  turbed  intelligence  could  not  rightly  comprehend.  Groping  in 
intellectual darkness for a clue to his maze of doubt, his gaze, directed mechanically down- 
ward in the way of one who ponders momentous matters, fell upon something which, there, in 
the light of day and in the presence of living companions, affected him with terror. In the dust 
of years  that  lay thick upon the floor--leading from the door by which they had entered, 
straight across the room to within a yard of Manton's crouching corpse-- were three parallel 
lines of footprints--light but definite impressions of bare feet, the outer ones those of small  
children, the inner a woman's. From the point at which they ended they did not return; they 
pointed  all  one way.  Brewer,  who had observed them at  the  same moment,  was  leaning 
forward in an attitude of rapt attention, horribly pale. 'Look at that!' he cried, pointing with 
both hands at the nearest print of the woman's right foot, where she had apparently stopped 
and stood. 'The middle toe is missing--it was Gertrude!' Gertrude was the late Mrs. Manton, 
sister of Mr. Brewer. 

Staley Fleming's hallucination

OF two men who were talking one was a physician. 'I sent for you, Doctor,' said the other, 
'but  I  don't  think  you  can  do  me  any  good.  Maybe  you  can  recommend  a  specialist  in 
psychopathy.  I  fancy I'm a bit  loony.'  'You look all  right,'  the physician  said.  'You shall  
judge--I have hallucinations. I wake every night and see in my room, intently watching me, a 
big black Newfoundland dog with a white forefoot.' 'You say you wake; are you sure about 
that? "Hallucinations" are sometimes only dreams.' 'Oh, I wake all right. Sometimes I lie still 
a long time, looking at the dog as earnestly as the dog looks at me--I always leave the light 
going. When I can't endure it any longer I sit up in bed--and nothing is there! ''M, 'm--what is 



the beast's  expression?'  'It  seems to me sinister.  Of course I  know that,  except  in  art,  an 
animal's  face  in  repose  has  always  the  same  expression.  But  this  is  not  a  real  animal.  
Newfoundland dogs are pretty mild looking, you know; what's the matter with this one?" 
'Really, my diagnosis would have no value: I am not going to treat the dog.' The physician 
laughed at his own pleasantry, but narrowly watched his patient from the corner of his eye. 
Presently  he  said:  'Fleming,  your  description  of  the  beast  fits  the  dog of  the  late  Atwell 
Barton.' Fleming half rose from his chair, sat again and made a visible attempt at indifference. 
'I remember Barton,' he said; 'I believe he was--it was re- ported that--wasn't there something 
suspicious in his death?' Looking squarely now into the eyes of his patient, the physician said: 
'Three years ago the body of your old enemy, Atwell Barton, was found in the woods near his 
house and yours. He had been stabbed to death. There have been no arrests; there was no clue. 
Some of us had "theories." I had one. Have you?" 'I? Why, bless your soul, what could I know 
about it? You remember that I left for Europe almost immediately afterward--a considerable 
time after- ward. In the few weeks since my return you could not expect me to construct a 
"theory." In fact, I have not given the matter a thought. What about his dog?" 'It was first to 
find the  body.  It  died  of  starva-  tion  on his  grave.'  We do not  know the  inexorable  law 
underlying coincidences. Staley Fleming did not, or he would perhaps not have sprung to his 
feet as the night wind brought in through the open window the long wailing howl of a distant 
dog. He strode several times across the room in the steadfast  gaze of the physician; then, 
abruptly  confronting  him,  almost  shouted:  'What  has  all  this  to  do  with  my trouble,  Dr. 
Halderman? You forget why you were sent for.' Rising, the physician laid his hand upon his  
pa- tient's arm and said,  gently:  'Pardon me.  I cannot diagnose your  disorder offhand--to-
morrow, per- haps. Please go to bed, leaving your door unlocked; I will pass the night here 
with your books. Can you call me without rising?" 'Yes, there is an electric bell.' 'Good. If 
anything disturbs you push the button without sitting up. Good night.' Comfortably installed 
in an arm-chair the man of medicine stared into the glowing coals and thought deeply and 
long, but apparently to little purpose, for he frequently rose and opening a door leading to the 
staircase, listened intently; then resumed his seat. Presently, however, he fell asleep, and when 
he woke it was past midnight. He stirred the failing fire, lifted a book from the table at his side 
and looked at the title. It was Denneker's Meditations. He opened it at random and began to 
read:  'Forasmuch as it  is  ordained of God that all  flesh hath spirit  and thereby taketh on 
spiritual powers, so, also, the spirit hath powers of the flesh, even when it is gone out of the 
flesh and liveth as a thing apart, as many a violence performed by wraith and lemure sheweth. 
And  there  be  who  say  that  man  is  not  single  in  this,  but  the  beasts  have  the  like  evil 
inducement, and--' The reading was interrupted by a shaking of the house, as by the fall of a 
heavy object. The reader flung down the book, rushed from the room and mounted the stairs 
to Fleming's bed-chamber. He tried the door, but contrary to his instructions it was locked. He 
set his shoulder against it with such force that it gave way. On the floor near the disor- dered 
bed, in his night-clothes, lay Fleming, gasping away his life. The physician raised the dying 
man's head from the floor and observed a wound in the throat. 'I should have thought of this,'  
he  said,  believing  it  suicide.  When  the  man  was  dead  an  examination  disclosed  the 
unmistakable marks of an animal's fangs deeply sunken into the jugular vein. But there was 
no animal.

One summer night

THE fact that Henry Armstrong was buried did not seem to him to prove that he was dead: he 
had al- ways been a hard man to convince. That he really was buried, the testimony of his 
senses compelled him to admit. His posture--flat upon his back, with his hands crossed upon 



his  stomach  and tied  with  something  that  he  easily  broke  without  profitably  altering  the 
situation--the strict confinement of his entire person, the black darkness and profound silence, 
made a body of evidence impossible to controvert and he accepted it without cavil. But dead--
no; he was only very, very ill. He had, withal, the invalid's apathy and did not greatly con- 
cern himself about the uncommon fate that had been allotted to him. No philosopher was he--
just a plain, commonplace person gifted, for the time be- ing, with a pathological indifference: 
the organ that he feared consequences with was torpid. So, with no particular apprehension 
for  his  immediate  fu-  ture,  he  fell  asleep  and all  was  peace  with  Henry Armstrong.  But 
something was going on overhead. It was a dark summer night, shot through with infrequent 
shimmers of lightning silently firing a cloud lying low in the west and portending a storm. 
These brief, stammering illuminations brought out with ghastly distinctness the monuments 
and headstones of the cemetery and seemed to set them dancing. It was not a night in which 
any credible witness was likely to be straying about a cemetery, so the three men who were 
there, digging into the grave of Henry Armstrong, felt reasonably secure. Two of them were 
young students from a medi- cal college a few miles away; the third was a gigan- tic negro 
known as Jess. For many years Jess had been employed about the cemetery as a man-of-all- 
work and it was his favourite pleasantry that he knew 'every soul in the place.'  From the 
nature of what he was now doing it was inferable that the place was not so populous as its  
register may have shown it to be. Outside the wall, at the part of the grounds farthest from the 
public  road,  were  a  horse  and  a  light  wagon,  waiting.  The  work  of  excavation  was  not 
difficult: the earth with which the grave had been loosely filled a few hours before offered 
little resistance and was soon thrown out. Removal of the casket from its box was less easy, 
but it was taken out, for it was a perquisite of Jess, who carefully unscrewed the cover and 
laid it aside, exposing the body in black trousers and white shirt. At that instant the air sprang 
to  flame,  a  cracking  shock  of  thunder  shook  the  stunned  world  and  Henry  Armstrong 
tranquilly sat up. With inarticulate cries the men fled in terror, each in a different direction. 
For nothing on earth  could two of them have been persuaded to return.  But  Jess  was of 
another breed. In the grey of the morning the two students, pallid and haggard from anxiety 
and with the terror of their adventure still  beating tumultuously in their blood, met at the 
medical college. 'You saw it?' cried one. 'God! yes--what are we to do?' They went around to 
the rear of the building,  where they saw a horse,  attached to a light wagon, hitched to a 
gatepost near the door of the dissecting- room. Mechanically they entered the room. On a 
bench in the obscurity sat the negro Jess. He rose, grinning, all eyes and teeth. 'I'm waiting for  
my pay,' he said. Stretched naked on a long table lay the body of Henry Armstrong, the head 
defiled with blood and clay from a blow with a spade.

The haunted valley

How Trees Are Felled in China A HALF-MILE north from Jo. Dunfer's, on the road from 
Hutton's to Mexican Hill, the highway dips into a sunless ravine which opens out on either 
hand in a half-confidential manner, as if it had a secret to impart at some more convenient 
season. I never used to ride through it without looking first to the one side and then to the 
other, to see if the time had ar- rived for the revelation. If I saw nothing--and I never did see 
anything--there  was  no  feeling  of  disappointment,  for  I  knew the  disclosure  was  merely 
withheld temporarily for some good reason which I had no right to question. That I should 
one day be taken into full confidence I no more doubted than I doubted the existence of Jo. 
Dunfer  himself,  through  whose  premises  the  ravine  ran.  It  was  said  that  Jo.  had  once 
undertaken to erect a cabin in some remote part of it, but for some rea- son had abandoned the 
enterprise  and  constructed  his  present  hermaphrodite  habitation,  half  residence  and  half 



groggery, at the roadside, upon an extreme corner of his estate; as far away as possible, as if  
on purpose to show how radically he had changed his mind. This Jo. Dunfer--or, as he was 
familiarly known in the neighbourhood, Whisky Jo.--was a very im- portant personage in 
those parts. He was apparently about forty years of age, a long, shock-headed fellow, with a 
corded face, a gnarled arm and a knotty hand like a bunch of prison-keys. He was a hairy 
man, with a stoop in his walk, like that of one who is about to spring upon something and rend 
it. Next to the peculiarity to which he owed his local appellation, Mr. Dunfer's most obvious 
character- istic was a deep-seated antipathy to the Chinese. I saw him once in a towering rage 
because one of his herdsmen had permitted a travel-heated Asian to slake his thirst at the 
horse-trough in front of the saloon end of Jo.'s establishment. I ventured faintly to remonstrate 
with  Jo.  for  his  unchristian  spirit,  but  he  merely  explained  that  there  was  nothing about 
Chinamen in the New Testament, and strode away to wreak his displeasure upon his dog, 
which also, I suppose, the inspired scribes had overlooked. Some days afterward, finding him 
sitting alone in his barroom, I cautiously approached the sub- ject, when, greatly to my relief, 
the habitual aus- terity of his expression visibly softened into some- thing that I took for 
condescension.  'You young  Easterners,'  he  said,  'are  a  mile-and-  a-half  too  good for  this 
country, and you don't catch on to our play. People who don't know a Chileno from a Kanaka 
can afford to hang out liberal ideas about Chinese immigration, but a fellow that has to fight 
for  his  bone  with  a  lot  of  mongrel  coolies  hasn't  any  time  for  foolishness.'  This  long 
consumer, who had probably never done an honest day's work in his life, sprung the lid of a 
Chinese tobacco-box and with thumb and forefinger forked out a wad like a small haycock. 
Holding  this  reinforcement  within  supporting  dis-  tance  he  fired  away  with  renewed 
confidence. 'They're a flight of devouring locusts, and they're going for everything green in 
this God blest land, if you want to know.' Here he pushed his reserve into the breach and 
when his gabble-gear was again disengaged re- sumed his uplifting discourse. 'I had one of 
them on this ranch five years ago, and I'll tell you about it, so that you can see the nub of this 
whole question. I didn't pan out par- ticularly well those days--drank more whisky than was 
prescribed for me and didn't seem to care for my duty as a patriotic American citizen; so I 
took that pagan in, as a kind of cook. But when I got religion over at the Hill and they talked  
of running me for the Legislature it was given to me to see the light. But what was I to do? If I 
gave him the go somebody else would take him, and mightn't treat him white. What was I to 
do? What would any good Christian do, especially one new to the trade and full to the neck 
with the brotherhood of Man and the father- hood of God?' Jo. paused for a reply, with an 
expression of un- stable satisfaction, as of one who has solved a prob- lem by a distrusted 
method. Presently he rose and swallowed a glass of whisky from a full bottle on the counter, 
then resumed his story. 'Besides, he didn't count for much--didn't know anything and gave 
himself airs. They all do that. I said him nay, but he muled it through on that line while he  
lasted; but after turning the other cheek seventy and seven times I doctored the dice so that he  
didn't  last  forever.  And I'm almighty  glad  I  had the sand to  do it.'  Jo.'s  gladness,  which 
somehow did not impress me, was duly and ostentatiously celebrated at the bottle. 'About five 
years ago I started in to stick up a shack. That was before this one was built, and I put it in  
another place. I set Ah Wee and a little cuss named Gopher to cutting the timber. Of course I 
didn't expect Ah Wee to help much, for he had a face like a day in June and big black eyes--I 
guess  maybe  they were the  damn'dest  eyes  in  this  neck o'  woods.'  While  delivering  this  
trenchant thrust at common sense Mr. Dunfer absently regarded a knothole in the thin board 
partition separating the bar from the livingroom, as if that were one of the eyes whose size 
and colour had incapacitated his servant for good service. 'Now you Eastern galoots won't 
believe anything against the yellow devils,' he suddenly flamed out with an appearance of 
earnestness not altogether convincing,' but I tell you that Chink was the per- versest scoundrel 
outside  San  Francisco.  The  miser-  able  pig-tail  Mongolian  went  to  hewing  away  at  the 



saplings all round the stems, like a worm o' the dust gnawing a radish. I pointed out his error 
as patiently as I knew how, and showed him how to cut them on two sides, so as to make 
them fall right; but no sooner would I turn my back on him, like this'--and he turned it on me, 
amplifying the il- lustration by taking some more liquor--'than he was at it again. It was just 
this  way:  while  I  looked  at  him  so'--regarding  me  rather  unsteadily  and  with  evident 
complexity of vision--' he was all right; but when I looked away, so'--taking a long pull at the 
bottle--' he defied me. Then I'd gaze at him reproachfully, so, and butter wouldn't have melted 
in his mouth.' Doubtless Mr. Dunfer honestly intended the look that he fixed upon me to be 
merely  reproachful,  but  it  was  singularly  fit  to  arouse  the  gravest  apprehension  in  any 
unarmed person incurring it; and as I had lost all interest in his pointless and interminable nar- 
rative, I rose to go. Before I had fairly risen, he had again turned to the counter, and with a 
barely audible 'so,' had emptied the bottle at a gulp. Heavens! what a yell! It was like a Titan 
in his last, strong agony. Jo. staggered back after emitting it, as a cannon recoils from its own 
thunder, and then dropped into his chair, as if he had been 'knocked in the head' like a beef--
his eyes drawn sidewise toward the wall, with a stare of terror. Looking in the same direction, 
I saw that the knot- hole in the wall had indeed become a human eye-- a full, black eye, that 
glared into my own with an entire  lack of expression more  awful than the most  devilish 
glitter. I think I must have covered my face with my hands to shut out the horrible illusion, if 
such it was, and Jo.'s little white man-of-all-work coming into the room broke the spell, and I 
walked out of the house with a sort of dazed fear that delirium tremens might be infectious. 
My horse was hitched at the watering-trough, and untying him I mounted and gave him his 
head, too much troubled in mind to note whither he took me. I did not know what to think of  
all this, and like everyone who does not know what to think I thought a great deal, and to little 
purpose. The only reflection that seemed at all satisfactory was, that on the mor- row I should 
be some miles away, with a strong probability of never returning. A sudden coolness brought 
me out of my abstrac- tion, and looking up I found myself entering the deep shadows of the  
ravine. The day was stifling; and this transition from the pitiless, visible heat of the parched 
fields to the cool gloom, heavy with pun- gency of cedars and vocal with twittering of the 
birds that had been driven to its leafy asylum, was exquisitely refreshing. I looked for my 
mystery, as usual, but not finding the ravine in a communica- tive mood, dismounted, led my 
sweating animal into the undergrowth, tied him securely to a tree and sat down upon a rock to 
meditate. I began bravely by analysing my pet superstition about the place. Having resolved it 
into  its  constit-  uent  elements  I  arranged  them in  convenient  troops  and  squadrons,  and 
collecting all the forces of my logic bore down upon them from impregnable prem- ises with 
the thunder of irresistible conclusions and a great noise of chariots and general intellectual 
shouting. Then, when my big mental guns had over- turned all opposition, and were growling 
almost inaudibly away on the horizon of pure speculation, the routed enemy straggled in upon 
their  rear,  massed  silently  into  a  solid  phalanx,  and  captured  me,  bag  and  baggage.  An 
indefinable dread came upon me. I rose to shake it off, and began threading the narrow dell by 
an old, grass-grown cow-path that seemed to flow along the bottom, as a substitute for the 
brook that Nature had neglected to provide. The trees among which the path straggled were 
ordinary, well-behaved plants, a trifle perverted as to trunk and eccentric as to bough, but with 
noth-  ing  unearthly  in  their  general  aspect.  A  few  loose  boulders,  which  had  detached 
themselves from the sides of the depression to set up an independent existence at the bottom, 
had dammed up the path- way, here and there, but their stony repose had noth- ing in it of the 
stillness of death.  There was a kind of death-chamber hush in the valley,  it  is true, and a 
mysterious whisper above: the wind was just finger- ing the tops of the trees--that was all. I 
had not thought of connecting Jo. Dunfer's drunken narrative with what I now sought, and 
only when I came into a clear space and stumbled over the level trunks of some small trees 
did I  have the revelation.  This  was the site  of  the abandoned 'shack.'  The discovery was 



verified  by  noting  that  some  of  the  rotting  stumps  were  hacked  all  round,  in  a  most 
unwoodmanlike  way,  while others were cut  straight  across,  and the butt  ends of the cor- 
responding trunks  had the  blunt  wedge-form given by the  axe  of  a  master.  The opening 
among the trees was not more than thirty paces across. At one side was a little  knoll-- a 
natural hillock, bare of shrubbery but covered with wild grass, and on this, standing out of the 
grass, the headstone of a grave! I do not remember that I felt anything like sur- prise at this 
discovery. I viewed that lonely grave with something of the feeling that Columbus must have 
had when he saw the hills and headlands of the new world. Before approaching it I leisurely 
com- pleted my survey of the surroundings. I was even guilty of the affectation of winding my 
watch at that unusual hour, and with needless care and delibera- tion. Then I approached my 
mystery. The grave--a rather short one--was in some- what better repair than was consistent 
with its obvious age and isolation, and my eyes, I dare say, widened a trifle at a clump of  
unmistakable  garden flowers  showing evidence  of  recent  watering.  The stone  had clearly 
enough done duty once as a door- step. In its front was carved, or rather dug, an in- scription. 
It read thus: AH WEE--CHINAMAN. Age unknown. Worked for Jo. Dunfer. This monument 
is erected by him to keep the Chink's memory green. Likewise as a warning to Celestials not 
to  take  on  airs.  Devil  take  'em!  She  Was  a  Good  Egg.  I  cannot  adequately  relate  my 
astonishment at this uncommon inscription! The meagre but suffi- cient identification of the 
deceased; the impudent candour of confession; the brutal anathema; the ludicrous change of 
sex and sentiment--all marked this record as the work of one who must have been at least as 
much demented as bereaved. I felt that any further disclosure would be a paltry anti-climax, 
and with an unconscious regard for dramatic effect turned squarely about and walked away. 
Nor did I return to that part of the county for four years. 2: Who Drives Sane Oxen Should 
Himself be Sane 'Gee-up, there, old Fuddy-Duddy!' This unique adjuration came from the lips 
of a queer little man perched upon a wagonful of fire- wood, behind a brace of oxen that were  
hauling it easily along with a simulation of mighty effort which had evidently not imposed on 
their lord and master. As that gentleman happened at the moment to be staring me squarely in 
the face as I stood by the roadside it was not altogether clear whether he was addressing me or 
his beasts; nor could I say if they were named Fuddy and Duddy and were both subjects of the 
imperative mood 'to gee-up.' Anyhow the command produced no effect on us, and the queer 
little man removed his eyes from mine long enough to spear Fuddy and Duddy alternately 
with a long pole, remarking, quietly but with feeling: 'Dern your skin,' as if they enjoyed that 
integu- ment in common. Observing that my request for a ride took no attention, and finding 
myself falling slowly astern, I placed one foot upon the inner circumference of a hind wheel 
and  was  slowly  elevated  to  the  level  of  the  hub,  whence  I  boarded  the  concern,  sans 
ceremonie, and scrambling for- ward seated myself beside the driver--who took no notice of 
me until he had administered another in- discriminate castigation to his cattle, accompanied 
with the advice to 'buckle down, you derned In- capable!' Then, the master of the outfit (or 
rather  the  former  master,  for  I  could  not  suppress  a  whim-  sical  feeling  that  the  entire 
establishment was my lawful prize) trained his big, black eyes upon me with an expression 
strangely, and somewhat un- pleasantly, familiar, laid down his rod--which neither blossomed 
nor turned into a serpent, as I half expected--folded his arms, and gravely de- manded, 'W'at 
did you do to W'isky?'  My natural  reply would have been that  I  drank it,  but  there was 
something about the query that suggested a hidden significance, and something about the man 
that did not invite a shallow jest. And so, having no other answer ready, I merely held my 
tongue, but felt as if I were resting under an imputation of guilt, and that my silence was be- 
ing construed into a confession. Just then a cold shadow fell upon my cheek, and caused me to 
look up. We were descending into my ravine! I cannot describe the sensation that came upon 
me: I had not seen it since it unbosomed itself four years before, and now I felt like one to  
whom a friend has made some sorrowing confession of crime long past, and who has basely 



deserted him in consequence. The old memories of Jo. Dunfer, his fragmentary revelation, 
and the unsatisfying explanatory note by the headstone, came back with singular distinctness. 
I wondered what had become of Jo., and--I turned sharply round and asked my prisoner. He 
was  intently  watching  his  cattle,  and without  withdrawing  his  eyes  replied:  'Gee-up,  old 
Terrapin! He lies aside of Ah Wee up the gulch. Like to see it? They always come back to the 
spot--I've been expectin' you. H-woa!' At the enunciation of the aspirate, Fuddy-Duddy, the 
incapable terrapin, came to a dead halt, and before the vowel had died away up the ravine had 
folded up all his eight legs and lain down in the dusty road, regardless of the effect upon his 
derned skin. The queer little man slid off his seat to the ground and started up the dell without  
deigning to look back to see if I was following. But I was. It was about the same season of the 
year, and at near the same hour of the day, of my last visit. The jays clamoured loudly, and the 
trees whispered darkly, as before; and I somehow traced in the two sounds a fanciful analogy 
to  the  open  boastfulness  of  Mr.  Jo.  Dunfer's  mouth  and  the  mysterious  reticence  of  his 
manner,  and to  the mingled  hardihood and tenderness  of  his  sole  literary production--the 
epitaph.  All  things  in  the  valley  seemed  unchanged,  excepting  the  cow-path,  which  was 
almost wholly overgrown with weeds. When we came out into the 'clearing,' however, there 
was change enough. Among the stumps and trunks of the fallen saplings, those that had been 
hacked 'China fashion' were no longer distinguishable from those that were cut ''Melican way.' 
It was as if the Old-World barba- rism and the New-World civilization had reconciled their 
differences by the arbitration of an impartial decay--as is the way of civilizations. The knoll 
was there, but the Hunnish brambles had overrun and all but obliterated its effete grasses; and 
the  patrician  garden-violet  had  capitulated  to  his  plebeian  brother  --perhaps  had  merely 
reverted to his original type. Another grave--a long, robust mound--had been made beside the 
first, which seemed to shrink from the comparison; and in the shadow of a new head- stone 
the old one lay prostrate, with its marvellous inscription illegible by accumulation of leaves 
and soil. In point of literary merit the new was inferior to the old--was even repulsive in its  
terse and sav- age jocularity: JO. DUNFER. DONE FOR I turned from it with indifference, 
and brushing away the leaves from the tablet of the dead pagan restored to light the mocking 
words which, fresh from their long neglect, seemed to have a certain pathos. My guide, too, 
appeared to take on an added seriousness as he read it,  and I  fancied that  I  could detect 
beneath his whimsical manner something of manliness, almost of dignity. But while I looked 
at him his former aspect, so subtly unhuman, so tantalizingly familiar, crept back into his big 
eyes, repellent and attractive. I resolved to make an end of the mystery if possible. 'My friend,' 
I said, pointing to the smaller grave, 'did Jo. Dunfer murder that Chinaman?' He was leaning 
against a tree and looking across the open space into the top of another, or into the blue sky 
beyond. He neither withdrew his eyes, nor altered his posture as he slowly replied: 'No, sir; he 
justifiably homicided him.' 'Then he really did kill him.' 'Kill 'im? I should say he did, rather. 
Doesn't everybody know that? Didn't he stan' up before the coroner's jury and confess it? And 
didn't they find a verdict of "Came to 'is death by a wholesome Christian sentiment workin' in 
the Caucasian breast"? An' didn't the church at the Hill turn W'isky down for it? And didn't 
the sovereign people elect him Justice of the Peace to get even on the gospellers? I don't know 
where you were brought up.' 'But did Jo. do that because the Chinaman did not, or would not, 
learn to cut down trees like a white man ? ' 'Sure!--it stan's so on the record, which makes it  
true an' legal. My knowin' better doesn't make any difference with legal truth; it wasn't my 
funeral and I wasn't invited to deliver an oration. But the fact is, W'isky was jealous o' me'--
and the little wretch actually swelled out like a turkeycock and made a pretence of adjusting 
an  imaginary  neck-tie,  noting  the  effect  in  the  palm of  his  hand,  held  up  before  him to 
represent a mirror. 'Jealous of you!' I repeated with ill-mannered astonishment. 'That's what I 
said. Why not?--don't I look all right?' He assumed a mocking attitude of studied grace, and 
twitched the wrinkles out of his threadbare waistcoat. Then, suddenly dropping his voice to a 



low pitch of singular sweetness, he continued: 'W'isky thought a lot o' that Chink; nobody but 
me knew how 'e doted on 'im. Couldn't bear 'im out of 'is sight, the derned protoplasm! And 
w'en 'e came down to this clearin' one day an' found 'im an' me neglectin' our work--'im asleep 
an' me grapplin' a tarantula out of 'is sleeve--W'isky laid hold of my axe and let us have it,  
good an' hard! I dodged just then, for the spider bit me, but Ah Wee got it bad in the side an'  
tumbled about like anything. W'isky was just weighin' me out one w'en 'e saw the spider  
fastened on my finger; then 'e knew 'e'd make a jackass of 'imself. 'E threw away the axe and 
got down on 'is knees alongside of Ah Wee, who gave a last little kick and opened 'is eyes--'e 
had eyes like mine--an' puttin' up 'is hands drew down W'isky's ugly head and held it there 
w'ile 'e stayed. That wasn't long, for a tremblin' ran through 'im and 'e gave a bit of a moan an'  
beat the game.' During the progress of the story the narrator had become transfigured. The 
comic, or rather, the sar- donic element was all out of him, and as he painted that strange 
scene  it  was  with  difficulty  that  I  kept  my  composure.  And  this  consummate  actor  had 
somehow so  managed  me  that  the  sympathy  due  to  his  dramatis  personae  was  given  to 
himself. I stepped forward to grasp his hand, when suddenly a broad grin danced across his 
face and with a light, mocking laugh he continued: 'W'en W'isky got 'is nut out o' that 'e was a 
sight  to  see!  All  'is  fine  clothes--'e  dressed  mighty  blindin'  those  days--were  spoiled 
everlastin'! 'Is hair was tousled and 'is face--what I could see of it--was whiter than the ace of 
lilies. 'E stared once at me, and looked away as if I didn't count; an' then there were shootin' 
pains chasin' one another from my bitten finger into my head, and it was Gopher to the dark. 
That's why I wasn't at the inquest.' 'But why did you hold your tongue afterward?' I asked. 'It's  
that kind of tongue,' he replied, and not another word would he say about it. 'After that W'isky 
took to drinkin' harder an' harder, and was rabider an' rabider anti-coolie, but I don't think 'e 
was ever particularly glad that 'e dispelled Ah Wee. 'E didn't put on so much dog about it w'en 
we were alone as w'en 'e had the ear of a derned Spectacular Extravaganza like you. 'E put up 
that headstone and gouged the inscription accordin'  to 'is varyin'  moods.  It took 'im three 
weeks, workin' between drinks. I gouged 'is in one day. 'When did Jo. die?' I asked rather 
absently. The answer took my breath: 'Pretty soon after I looked at 'im through that knot-hole, 
w'en you had put something in 'is w'isky, you derned Borgia!' Recovering somewhat from my 
surprise at this astounding charge, I was half-minded to throttle the audacious accuser, but 
was restrained by a sud- den conviction that came to me in the light of a revelation. I fixed a 
grave look upon him and asked, as calmly as I could: 'And when did you go loony?' 'Nine 
years ago!' he shrieked, throwing out his clenched hands--'nine years ago, w'en that big brute 
killed the woman who loved him better than she did me!--me who had followed 'er from San 
Francisco, where 'e won 'er at draw poker!--me who had watched over 'er for years w'en the  
scoun- drel she belonged to was ashamed to acknowledge 'er and treat 'er white!--me who for 
her sake kept 'is cussed secret till it ate 'im up!--me who w'en you poisoned the beast fulfilled 
'is last request to lay 'im alongside 'er and give 'im a stone to the head of 'im! And I've never 
since seen 'er grave till now, for I didn't want to meet 'im here.' 'Meet him? Why, Gopher, my 
poor fellow, he is dead!' 'That's why I'm afraid of 'im.' I followed the little wretch back to his  
wagon and wrung his hand at parting. It was now nightfall, and as I stood there at the roadside 
in the deepen- ing gloom, watching the blank outlines of the receding wagon, a sound was 
borne to me on the evening wind--a sound as of a series of vigorous thumps --and a voice 
came out of the night: 'Gee-up, there, you derned old Geranium.

The damned thing



CHAPTER I
ONE DOES NOT ALWAYS EAT WHAT IS ON THE TABLE

By the light of a tallow candle which had been placed on one end of a rough table a man was 
reading something written  in  a  book.  It  was  an old account  book,  greatly  worn;  and the 
writing was not, apparently, very legible, for the man sometimes held the page close to the 
flame of the candle to get a stronger light on it. The shadow of the book would then throw 
into obscurity a half of the rooms, darkening a number of faces and figures; for besides the 
reader, eight other men were present. Seven of them sat against the rough log walls, silent,  
motionless, and the room being small, not very far from the table. By extending an arm any 
one of them could have touched the eighth man, who lay on the table, face upward, partly 
covered by a sheet, his arms at his sides. He was dead.

The man with the book was not reading aloud, and no one spoke; all seemed to be waiting for 
something to occur; the dead man only was without expectation. From the bland darkness 
outside came in, through the aperture that served for a window, all the ever unfamiliar noises 
of night in the wilderness - the long nameless note of a distant coyote; the drone of great 
blundering beetles, and all that mysterious chorus of small sounds that seem always to have 
been but half heard when they have suddenly ceased, as if conscious of an indiscretion. But 
nothing of all this was noted in that company; its members were not overmuch addicted to 
idle interest  in matters of no practical importance; that was obvious in every line of their 
rugged faces - obvious even in the dim light of the single candle. They were evidently men of 
the vicinity - farmers and woodsmen. 

The person reading was a trifle different;  one would have said of him that he was of the 
world, worldly, albeit there was that in his attire which attested a certain fellowship with the 
organisms of his environment. His coat would hardly have passed muster in San Francisco; 
his foot-gear was not of urban origin, and the hat that lay by him on the floor (he was the only 
one  uncovered)  was  such  that  if  one  had  considered  it  as  an  article  of  mere  personal 
adornment  he  would  have  missed  its  meaning.  In  countenance  the  man  was  rather 
prepossessing, with just a hint of sternness; though that he may have assumed or cultivated, as 
appropriate to one in authority. For he was a coroner. It was by virtue of his office that he had 
possession of the book in which he was reading; it had been found among the dead man's 
effects - in his cabin, where the inquest was now taking place.

When the coroner had finished reading he put the book into his breast pocket. At that moment 
the door was pushed open and a young man entered. He, clearly, was not of mountain birth 
and breeding: he was clad as those who dwell in cities. His clothing was dusty, however, as 
from travel. He had, in fact, been riding hard to attend the inquest.

The coroner nodded; no one else greeted him.

"We have waited for you," said the coroner. "It is necessary to have done with this business 
to-night."

The young man smiled. "I am sorry to have kept you," he said. "I went away, not to evade 
your summons, but to post to my newspaper an account of what I suppose I am called back to 
relate."

The coroner smiled.



"The account that you posted to your newspaper," he said, "differs, probably, from that which 
you will give here under oath.".

"That,"  replied the other,  rather  hotly and with a visible  flush,  "is  as you .please.  I  used 
manifold paper and have a copy of what I sent. It was not written as news, for it is incredible, 
but as fiction. It may go as part of my testimony under oath."

"But you say it is incredible."

"That is nothing to you, sir, if I also swear that it is true."

The coroner was silent for a time, his eyes upon the floor.

The men about the sides of the cabin talked in whispers, but seldom withdrew their gaze from 
the face of the corpse. Presently the coroner lifted his eyes and said: "We will resume the 
inquest."

The men removed their hats. The witness was sworn.

"What is your name?" the coroner asked.

"William Harker."

"Age?"

"Twenty-seven."

"You knew the deceased, Hugh Morgan?"

"Yes."

"You were with him when he died?"

"Near him."

"How did that happen - your presence, I mean?"

"I was visiting him at this place to shoot and fish. A part of my purpose, however, was to 
study him and his odd, solitary way of life. He seemed a good model for a character in fiction. 
I sometimes write stories."

"I sometimes read them."

"Thank you."

"Stories in general - not yours."

Some of the jurors laughed. Against a sombre background humour shows high lights. Soldiers 
in the intervals of battle laugh easily, and a jest in the death chamber conquers by surprise.



"Relate the circumstances of this man's death," said the coroner. "You may use any notes or 
memoranda that you please."

The witness understood. Pulling a manuscript from his breast pocket he held it near the candle 
and turning the leaves until he found the passage that he wanted began to read.

CHAPTER II
WHAT MAY HAPPEN IN A FIELD OF WILD OATS

"...The sun had hardly risen when we left the house. We were looking for quail, each with a 
shotgun, but we had only one dog. Morgan said that our best ground was beyond a certain 
ridge that he pointed out, and we crossed it by a trail through the chaparral. On the other side 
was comparatively level ground, thickly covered with wild oats. As we emerged from the 
chaparral Morgan was but a few yards in advance. Suddenly we heard, at a little distance to 
our right and partly in front, a noise as of some animal thrashing about in the bushes, which 
we could see were violently agitated.

"'We've started a deer,' I said. 'I wish we had brought a rifle.'

"Morgan, who had stopped and was intently watching the agitated chaparral, said nothing, but 
had cocked both barrels of his gun and was holding it in readiness to aim. I thought him a 
trifle excited, which surprised me, for he had a reputation for exceptional coolness, even in 
moments of sudden and imminent peril.

"'Oh, come,' I said. 'You are not going to fill up a deer with quailshot, are you?'

"Still he did not reply; but catching sight of his face as he turned it slightly toward me I was  
struck by the intensity of his look. Then I understood that we had serious business in hand, 
and my first  conjecture was that we had 'jumped'  a grizzly.  I advanced to Morgan's side, 
cocking my piece as I moved.

"The bushes were now quiet and the sounds had ceased, but Morgan was as attentive to the 
place as before.

"'What is it? What the devil is it?' I asked.

"'That  Damned  Thing!'  he  replied,  without  turning  his  head.  His  voice  was  husky  and 
unnatural. He trembled visibly.

"I was about to speak further, when I observed the wild oats near the place of the disturbance 
moving in the most inexplicable way. I can hardly describe it. It seemed as if stirred by a 
streak of wind, which not only bent it, but pressed it down - crushed it so that it did not rise; 
and this movement was slowly prolonging itself directly toward us.

"Nothing  that  I  had  ever  seen  had  affected  me  so  strangely  as  this  unfamiliar  and 
unaccountable phenomenon, yet I am unable to recall any sense of fear. I remember - and tell 
it here because, singularly enough, I recollected it then - that once in looking carelessly out of 
an open window I momentarily mistook a small tree close at hand for one of a group of larger 
trees at a little distance away. It looked the same size as the others, but being more distinctly  



and sharply defined in mass and detail  seemed out of harmony with them. It was a mere 
falsification of the law of aerial perspective, but it startled, almost terrified me. We so rely 
upon the orderly operation of familiar natural laws that any seeming suspension of them is 
noted as a menace to our safety, as warning of unthinkable calamity. So now the apparent 
causeless  movement  of  the  herbage  and  the  slow,  undeviating  approach  of  the  line  of 
disturbance were distinctly disquieting. My companion appeared actually frightened, and I 
could hardly credit my senses when I saw him suddenly throw his gun to his shoulder and fire 
both barrels at the agitated grain! Before the smoke had cleared away I heard a loud savage 
cry - a scream like that of a wild animal - and flinging his gun upon the ground Morgan 
sprang away and ran swiftly from the spot. At the same instant I was thrown violently to the  
ground by the impact of something unseen in the smoke - some soft, heavy substance that 
seemed thrown against me with great force.

"Before I could get upon my feet and recover my gun, which seemed to have been struck from 
my hands, I heard Morgan crying out as if in mortal agony, and mingling with his cries were 
such  hoarse,  savage  sounds  as  one  hears  from  fighting  dogs.  Inexpressibly  terrified,  I 
struggled to my feet and looked in the direction of Morgan's  retreat;  and may Heaven in 
mercy spare me from another sight like that! At a distance of less than thirty yards was my 
friend, down upon one knee, his head thrown back at a frightful angle, hatless, his long hair in 
disorder and his whole body in violent movement from side to side, backward and forward. 
His right arm was lifted and seemed to lack the hand - at least, I could see none. The other  
arm was invisible.  At times,  as my memory now reports this extraordinary scene, I could 
discern but a part of his body; it was as if he had been partly blotted out - I cannot otherwise 
express it - then a shifting of his position would bring it all into view again.

"All this must have occurred within a few seconds, yet in that time Morgan assumed all the 
postures of a determined wrestler vanquished by superior weight and strength. I saw nothing 
but him and not always distinctly. During the entire incident his shouts and curses were heard, 
as if through an enveloping uproar of such sounds of rage and fury as I had never heard from 
the throat of man or brute! 

"For a moment only I  stood irresolute,  then throwing down my gun I  ran forward to my 
friend's assistance. I had a vague belief that he was suffering from a fit,  or some form of  
convulsion. Before I could reach his side he was down and quiet. All sounds had ceased, but 
with a feeling of such terror as even these awful events had not inspired I now saw again the 
mysterious movement of the wild oats, prolonging itself from the trampled area about the 
prostrate man toward the edge of a wood. It was only when it had reached the wood that I was 
able to withdraw my eyes and look at my companion. He was dead."

CHAPTER III
A MAN THOUGH NAKED MAY BE IN RAGS

The coroner rose from his seat and stood beside the dead man. Lifting an edge of the sheet he 
pulled it away, exposing the entire body, altogether naked and showing in the candle- light a 
clay-like yellow. It had, however, broad maculations of bluish black, obviously caused by 
extravasated blood from contusions. The chest and sides looked as if they had been beaten 
with a bludgeon. There were dreadful lacerations; the skin was torn in strips and shreds.

The coroner moved round to the end of the table and undid a silk handkerchief which had 
been passed under the chin and knotted on the top of the head. When the handkerchief was 



drawn away it exposed what had been the throat. Some of the jurors who had risen to get a  
better view repented their curiosity and turned away their faces. Witness Harker went to the 
open window and leaned out across the sill, faint and sick. Dropping the handkerchief upon 
the dead man's neck the coroner stepped to an angle of the room and from a pile of clothing  
produced one garment after another, each of which he held up a moment for inspection. All 
were torn, and stiff with blood. The jurors did not make a closer inspection. They seemed 
rather uninterested. They had, in truth, seen all this before; the only thing that was new to 
them being Harker's testimony. 

"Gentlemen,"  the coroner  said,  "we have no more  evidence,  I  think.  Your duty has  been 
already explained to you; if there is nothing you wish to ask you may go outside and consider 
your verdict."

The foreman rose - a tall, bearded man of sixty, coarsely clad.

"I shall like to ask one question, Mr. Coroner," he said. "What asylum did this yer last witness 
escape from?"

"Mr.  Harker,"  said  the  coroner  gravely  and  tranquilly,  "from what  asylum  did  you  last 
escape?"

Harker flushed crimson again, but said nothing, and the seven jurors rose and solemnly filed 
out of the cabin.

"If you have done insulting me, sir," said Harker, as soon as he and the officer were left alone  
with the dead man, "I suppose I am at liberty to go?"

"Yes."

Harker  started  to  leave,  but  paused,  with  his  hand  on  the  door  latch.  The  habit  of  his 
profession was strong in him - stronger than his sense of personal dignity. He turned about 
and said:

"The book you have there - I recognize it as Morgan's diary. You seemed greatly interested in 
it; you read in it while I was testifying. May I see it? The public would like"

"The book will  cut  no figure in  this  matter,"  replied  the official,  slipping it  into his  coat 
pocket; "all the entries in it were made before the writer's death."

As Harker passed out of the house the jury re-entered and stood about the table, on which the 
now  covered  corpse  showed  under  the  sheet  with  sharp  definition.  The  foreman  seated 
himself  near the candle, produced from his breast pocket a pencil  and scrap of paper and 
wrote rather laboriously the following verdict, which with various degrees of effort all signed:

"We, the jury, do find that the remains come to their death at the hands of a mountain lion, but 
some of us thinks, all the same, they had fits."

CHAPTER IV
AN EXPLANATION FROM THE TOMB



In  the  diary  of  the  late  Hugh  Morgan  are  certain  interesting  entries  having,  possibly,  a 
scientific value as suggestions. At the inquest upon his body the book was not put in evidence; 
possibly the coroner thought it not worth while to confuse the jury. The date of the first of the 
entries mentioned cannot be ascertained; the upper part of the leaf is torn away; the part of the 
entry remaining follows:

"...would run in a half-circle, keeping his head turned always toward the centre, and again he 
would stand still, barking furiously. At last he ran away into the brush as fast as he could go. I 
thought at first that he had gone mad, but on returning to the house found no other alteration 
in his manner than what was obviously due to fear of punishment.

"Can a dog see with his nose? Do odours impress some cerebral centre with images of the 
thing that emitted them? ...

"Sept. 2. - Looking at the stars last night as they rose above the crest of the ridge east of the  
house, I observed them successively disappear – from left to right. Each was eclipsed but an 
instant, and only a few at a time, but along the entire length of the ridge all that were within a  
degree or two of the crest were blotted out. It was as if something had passed along between 
me and them; but I could not see it, and the stars were not thick enough to define its outline.  
Ugh! don't like this."

Several weeks' entries are missing, three leaves being torn from the book.

"Sept. 27. - It has been about here again - I find evidences of its presence every day. I watched 
again all  last night in the same cover,  gun in hand, double-charged with buckshot. In the 
morning the fresh footprints were there, as before. Yet I would have sworn that I did not sleep 
- indeed, I hardly sleep at all. It is terrible, insupportable! If these amazing experiences are 
real I shall go mad; if they are fanciful I am mad already.

"Oct. 3. - I shall not go - it shall not drive me away. No, this is my house, my land. God hates 
a coward....

"Oct. 5. - I can stand it no longer; I have invited Harker to pass a few weeks with me - he has 
a level head. I can judge from his manner if he thinks me mad.

"Oct.  7.  -  I  have the solution of the mystery;  it  came to me last  night -  suddenly,  as by 
revelation. How simple - how terribly simple!

"There are sounds we cannot hear. At either end of the scale are notes that stir no chord of that 
imperfect instrument, the human ear. They are too high or too grave. I have observed a flock 
of blackbirds occupying an entire treetop - the tops of several trees - and all in full song.  
Suddenly - in a moment - at absolutely the same instant - all spring into the air and fly away.  
How? They could not all see one another - whole treetops intervened. At no point could a 
leader have been visible to all. There must have been a signal of warning or command, high 
and shrill above the din, but by me unheard. I have observed, too, the same simultaneous 
flight when all were silent, among not only blackbirds, but other birds - quail, for example, 
widely separated by bushes - even on opposite sides of a hill.

"It is known to seamen that a school of whales basking or sporting on the surface of the 
ocean, miles apart, with the convexity of the earth between, will sometimes dive at the same 



instant - all gone out of sight in a moment. The signal has been sounded - too grave for the ear 
of  the  sailor  at  the  masthead  and  his  comrades  on  the  deck  -  who  nevertheless  feel  its 
vibrations in the ship as the stones of a cathedral are stirred by the bass of the organ.

"As with sounds, so with colours. At each end of the solar spectrum the chemist can detect the 
presence of what are known as 'actinic' rays. They represent colours - integral colours in the 
composition  of  light  -  which  we  are  unable  to  discern.  The  human  eye  is  an  imperfect 
instrument; its range is but a few octaves of the real 'chromatic scale.' I am not mad; there are 
colours that we cannot see. 

"And, God help me! the Damned Thing is of such a colour!"

One of twins

A Letter found among the Papers of the late Mortimer Barr YOU ask me if in my experience 
as one of a pair of twins I ever observed anything unaccountable by the natural laws with 
which  we  have  acquaintance.  As  to  that  you  shall  judge;  perhaps  we  have  not  all  ac- 
quaintance with the same natural laws. You may know some that I do not, and what is to me 
unac- countable may be very clear to you. You knew my brother John--that is, you knew him 
when you knew that I was not present; but neither you nor, I believe, any human being could 
distinguish between him and me if we chose to seem alike. Our parents could not; ours is the 
only in- stance of which I have any knowledge of so close resemblance as that. I speak of my 
brother John, but I am not at all sure that his name was not Henry and mine John. We were 
regularly christened, but after- ward, in the very act of tattooing us with small dis- tinguishing 
marks, the operator lost his reckoning; and although I bear upon my forearm a small 'H' and 
he bore a 'J,'  it  is by no means certain that the letters ought not to have been transposed.  
During our boyhood our parents tried to distinguish us more obviously by our clothing and 
other simple devices, but we would so frequently exchange suits and other- wise circumvent 
the enemy that they abandoned all such ineffectual attempts, and during all the years that we 
lived together at home everybody recognized the difficulty of the situation and made the best 
of it by calling us both 'Jehnry.' I have often won- dered at my father's forbearance in not 
branding us conspicuously upon our unworthy brows, but as we were tolerably good boys and 
used our power of embarrassment and annoyance with commendable moderation, we escaped 
the iron. My father was, in fact, a singularly good-natured man, and I think quietly enjoyed 
Nature's practical joke. Soon after we had come to California, and settled at San Jose (where 
the only good fortune that awaited us was our meeting with so kind a friend as you), the 
family, as you know, was broken up by the death of both my parents in the same week. My 
father died insolvent, and the homestead was sacri- ficed to pay his debts. My sisters returned 
to rela- tives in the East, but owing to your kindness John and I, then twenty-two years of age, 
obtained em- ployment in San Francisco, in different quarters of the town. Circumstances did 
not permit us to live together, and we saw each other infrequently, some- times not oftener 
than once a week. As we had few acquaintances in common, the fact of our extraor- dinary 
likeness was little known. I come now to the matter of your inquiry. One day soon after we 
had come to this city I was walking down Market Street late in the afternoon, when I was 
accosted by a well-dressed man of mid- dle age, who after greeting me cordially said: 'Ste- 
vens, I know, of course, that you do not go out much, but I have told my wife about you, and 
she would be glad to see you at the house. I have a no- tion, too, that my girls are worth 
knowing. Suppose you come out to-morrow at six and dine with us, en famille; and then if the 



ladies can't amuse you after- ward I'll stand in with a few games of billiards.' This was said 
with so bright a smile and so en- gaging a manner that I had not the heart to refuse, and  
although I had never seen the man in my life I promptly replied: 'You are very good, sir, and 
it will give me great pleasure to accept the invitation. Please present my compliments to Mrs. 
Margovan and ask her to expect me.' With a shake of the hand and a pleasant parting word the 
man passed on. That he had mistaken me for my brother was plain enough. That was an error 
to which I was accustomed and which it was not my habit to rectify unless the matter seemed 
important. But how had I known that this man's name was Margovan? It certainly is not a 
name that one would apply to a man at random, with a probability that it would be right. In 
point of fact, the name was as strange to me as the man. The next morning I hastened to where 
my brother was employed and met him coming out of the office with a number of bills that he 
was to collect. I told him how I had 'committed' him and added that if he didn't care to keep 
the engagement I should be delighted to continue the impersonation. 'That's queer,' he said 
thoughtfully. 'Margovan is the only man in the office here whom I know well and like. When 
he  came  in  this  morning  and  we  had  passed  the  usual  greetings  some  singular  impulse 
prompted me to say:  "Oh, I beg your pardon, Mr. Margovan, but I neglected to ask your 
address." I got the address, but what under the sun I was to do with it, I did not know until 
now. It's good of you to offer to take the consequence of your impudence, but I'll eat that  
dinner myself, if you please.' He ate a number of dinners at the same place-- more than were 
good for him,  I  may add without  disparaging their  quality;  for he fell  in love with Miss 
Margovan, proposed marriage to her and was heartlessly accepted. Several weeks after I had 
been informed of the engagement,  but before it  had been convenient  for me to make the 
acquaintance  of  the  young  woman  and  her  family,  I  met  one  day  on  Kearney  Street  a  
handsome but somewhat dissipated-looking man whom something prompted me to follow and 
watch, which I did without any scruple whatever. He turned up Geary Street and followed it 
until he came to Union Square. There he looked at his watch, then entered the square. He 
loitered about the paths for some time,  evidently waiting for some one.  Presently he was 
joined by a fashionably dressed and beautiful young woman and the two walked away up 
Stockton Street, I following. I now felt the necessity of extreme caution, for although the girl 
was a stranger it seemed to me that she would recognize me at a glance. They made several  
turns from one street to another and finally, after both had taken a hasty look all about--which 
I narrowly evaded by stepping into a doorway--they entered a house of which I do not care to 
state the location. Its location was better than its character. I protest that my action in playing 
the spy upon these two strangers was without assignable motive. It was one of which I might 
or might not be ashamed, according to my estimate of the character of the person finding it  
out. As an essential  part of a narrative educed by your question it  is related here without 
hesitancy or shame. A week later John took me to the house of his prospective father-in-law, 
and in Miss Margovan, as you have already surmised, but to my profound as- tonishment, I 
recognized the heroine of that discred- itable adventure. A gloriously beautiful heroine of a 
discreditable  adventure  I  must  in  justice  admit  that  she  was;  but  that  fact  has  only  this 
importance: her beauty was such a surprise to me that it cast a doubt upon her identity with 
the young woman I had seen before; how could the marvellous fascination of her face have 
failed to strike me at that time? But no--there was no possibility of error; the difference was 
due to costume, light and general surroundings. John and I passed the evening at the house, 
endur- ing, with the fortitude of long experience, such deli- cate enough banter as our likeness 
naturally sug- gested. When the young lady and I were left alone for a few minutes I looked 
her squarely in the face and said with sudden gravity:  'You, too,  Miss Margovan, have a 
double: I saw her last Tuesday afternoon in Union Square.' She trained her great grey eyes 
upon me for a moment, but her glance was a trifle less steady than my own and she withdrew 
it, fixing it on the tip of her shoe. 'Was she very like me?' she asked, with an in- difference 



which I  thought  a little  overdone.  'So like,'  said I,  'that  I  greatly  admired  her,  and being 
unwilling to lose sight of her I confess that I followed her until--Miss Margovan, are you sure 
that you understand?' She was now pale, but entirely calm. She again raised her eyes to mine, 
with a look that did not falter. 'What do you wish me to do?' she asked. 'You need not fear to 
name your terms. I accept them.' It was plain, even in the brief time given me for reflection,  
that in dealing with this girl ordinary methods would not do, and ordinary exactions were 
needless. 'Miss Margovan,' I said, doubtless with some- thing of the compassion in my voice 
that  I  had  in  my  heart,'  it  is  impossible  not  to  think  you  the  victim  of  some  horrible  
compulsion. Rather than impose new embarrassments upon you I would prefer to aid you to 
regain  your  freedom.'  She  shook  her  head,  sadly  and  hopelessly,  and  I  continued,  with 
agitation: 'Your beauty unnerves me. I am disarmed by your frankness and your distress. If 
you are free to act upon conscience you will, I believe, do what you conceive to be best; if  
you are not--well, Heaven help us all! You have nothing to fear from me but such opposition 
to this marriage as I can try to justify on--on other grounds.' These were not my exact words, 
but that was the sense of them, as nearly as my sudden and conflict- ing emotions permitted  
me to express it. I rose and left her without another look at her, met the others as they re-
entered the room and said, as calmly as I could: 'I have been bidding Miss Margovan good 
evening; it is later than I thought.' John decided to go with me. In the street he asked if I had 
observed anything singular in Julia's manner. 'I thought her ill,' I replied; 'that is why I left.'  
Nothing more was said.  The next evening I came late to my lodgings.  The events of the 
previous evening had made me nervous and ill; I had tried to cure myself and attain to clear 
thinking by walking in the open air, but I was op- pressed with a horrible presentiment of 
evil--a pre- sentiment which I could not formulate. It was a chill, foggy night; my clothing 
and hair were damp and I shook with cold. In my dressinggown and slippers before a blazing 
grate of coals I was even more un- comfortable. I no longer shivered but shuddered-- there is 
a difference. The dread of some impending calamity was so strong and dispiriting that I tried 
to drive it away by inviting a real sorrow--tried to dispel the conception of a terrible future by 
substi-  tuting  the  memory  of  a  painful  past.  I  recalled  the  death  of  my  parents  and 
endeavoured to fix my mind upon the last sad scenes at their bedsides and their graves. It all 
seemed vague and unreal, as hav- ing occurred ages ago and to another person. Sud- denly, 
striking through my thought and parting it as a tense cord is parted by the stroke of steel--I  
can think of no other comparison--I heard a sharp cry as of one in mortal agony! The voice 
was that of my brother and seemed to come from the street out- side my window. I sprang to 
the window and threw it open. A street lamp directly opposite threw a wan and ghastly light 
upon the wet pavement and the fronts of the houses. A single policeman, with upturned collar, 
was leaning against a gatepost, quietly smoking a cigar. No one else was in sight. I closed the 
window and pulled down the shade, seated myself before the fire and tried to fix my mind 
upon my surroundings. By way of assisting, by per- formance of some familiar act, I looked at 
my watch; it marked half-past eleven. Again I heard that aw- ful cry! It seemed in the room--
at  my side.  I  was frightened and for  some moments  had not  the power to  move.  A few 
minutes later--I have no recollec- tion of the intermediate time--I found myself hur- rying 
along an unfamiliar street as fast as I could walk. I did not know where I was, nor whither I 
was going, but presently sprang up the steps of a house before which were two or three 
carriages and in which were moving lights and a subdued confusion of voices. It was the 
house of Mr. Margovan. You know, good friend, what had occurred there. In one chamber lay 
Julia Margovan, hours dead by poison; in another John Stevens, bleeding from a pistol wound 
in the chest, inflicted by his own hand. As I burst into the room; pushed aside the phy- sicians 
and laid my hand upon his forehead he un- closed his eyes, stared blankly, closed them slowly 
and died without a sign. I knew no more until six weeks afterwards, when I had been nursed 
back to life by your own saintly wife in your own beautiful home. All of that you know, but 



what  you  do not  know is  this--which,  however,  has no bearing upon the subject  of your 
psychological researches--at least not upon that branch of them in which, with a delicacy and 
consid- eration all your own, you have asked for less as- sistance than I think I have given 
you: One moonlight night several years afterward I was passing through Union Square. The 
hour was late and the square deserted. Certain memories of the past naturally came into my 
mind as I came to the spot where I had once witnessed that fateful assignation, and with that 
unaccountable  perversity  which  prompts  us  to  dwell  upon  thoughts  of  the  most  painful 
character I seated myself upon one of the benches to indulge them. A man entered the square 
and came along the  walk  toward me.  His  hands were  clasped behind him,  his  head was 
bowed;  he  seemed  to  observe  nothing.  As  he  approached  the  shadow  in  which  I  sat  I 
recognized him as the man whom I had seen meet Julia Margovan years before at that spot. 
But he was terribly altered--grey, worn and haggard. Dissipation and vice were in evidence in 
every look; illness was no less apparent. His cloth- ing was in disorder, his hair fell across his 
forehead in a derangement which was at once uncanny, and picturesque. He looked fitter for 
restraint  than  lib-  erty--the  restraint  of  a  hospital.  With  no  defined  purpose  I  rose  and 
confronted him. He raised his head and looked me full in the face. I have no words to describe 
the ghastly change that came over his own; it was a look of unspeakable terror--he thought 
himself eye to eye with a ghost. But he was a courageous man. 'Damn you, John Stevens!' he 
cried, and lifting his trembling arm he dashed his fist feebly at my face and fell headlong upon 
the gravel as I walked away. Somebody found him there, stonedead. Nothing more is known 
of him, not even his name. To know of a man that he is dead should be enough.

John Mortonson's funeral

JOHN MORTONSON was dead: his lines in 'the tragedy "Man"' had all been spoken and he 
had left the stage. The body rested in a fine mahogany coffin fitted with a plate of glass. All  
arrangements for the funeral had been so well attended to that had the deceased known he 
would doubtless have approved. The face, as it showed under the glass, was not disagreeable 
to look upon: it bore a faint smile, and as the death had been painless, had not been distorted 
beyond the repairing power of the undertaker. At two o'clock of the afternoon the friends were 
to assemble to pay their last tribute of respect to one who had no further need of friends and 
respect.  The surviv- ing members  of the family came severally every few minutes  to the 
casket and wept above the placid features beneath the glass. This did them no good; it did no 
good to John Mortonson; but in the pres- ence of death reason and philosophy are silent. As 
the hour of two approached the friends began to arrive and after offering such consolation to 
the stricken relatives as the proprieties of the occasion required, solemnly seated themselves 
about  the  room  with  an  augmented  consciousness  of  their  im-  portance  in  the  scheme 
funereal. Then the minister came, and in that overshadowing presence the lesser lights went 
into eclipse. His entrance was followed by that of the widow, whose lamentations filled the 
room.  She  approached  the  casket  and after  leaning  her  face  against  the  cold  glass  for  a 
moment was gently led to a seat near her daughter. Mournfully and low the man of God began 
his eulogy of the dead, and his doleful  voice,  mingled with the sobbing which it  was its  
purpose to stimulate and sustain, rose and fell, seemed to come and go, like the sound of a  
sullen sea. The gloomy day grew darker as he spoke; a curtain of cloud underspread the sky 
and  a  few drops  of  rain  fell  audibly.  It  seemed  as  if  all  nature  were  weeping  for  John 
Mortonson. When the minister had finished his eulogy with prayer a hymn was sung and the 
pallbearers took their places beside the bier. As the last notes of the hymn died away the 
widow ran to the coffin, cast herself upon it and sobbed hysterically. Gradually, however, she 



yielded to dissuasion, becoming more composed; and as the minister was in the act of leading 
her away her eyes sought the face of the dead beneath the glass. She threw up her arms and  
with a shriek fell backward insensible. The mourners sprang forward to the coffin, the friends 
followed, and as the clock on the mantel solemnly struck three all were staring down upon the 
face of John Mortonson, deceased. They turned away, sick and faint. One man, try- ing in his 
terror to escape the awful sight, stumbled against the coffin so heavily as to knock away one 
of  its  frail  supports.  The  coffin  fell  to  the  floor,  the  glass  was  shattered  to  bits  by  the 
concussion. From the opening crawled John Mortonson's cat, which lazily leapt to the floor, 
sat up, tranquilly wiped its crimson muzzle with a forepaw, then walked with dignity from the 
room. [1] Rough notes of this tale were found among the papers of the late Leigh Bierce. It is 
printed here with such revision only as the author might himself have made in transcription. 

A jug of syrup

THIS narrative begins with the death of its hero. Silas Deemer died on the I6th day of July,  
1863; and two days later his remains were buried. As he had been personally known to every 
man, woman and well-grown child in the village, the funeral, as the local newspaper phrased 
it, 'was largely at- tended.' In accordance with a custom of the time and place, the coffin was 
opened at the graveside and the entire assembly of friends and neighbours filed past, taking a 
last look at the face of the dead. And then, before the eyes of all, Silas Deemer was put into  
the ground. Some of the eyes were a trifle dim, but in a general way it may be said that at that  
interment where was lack of neither observance nor observation; Silas was indubitably dead, 
and none could have pointed out  any ritual  delinquency that would have justified him in 
coming back from the grave. Yet if human testimony is good for anything (and certainly it 
once put an end to witchcraft in and about Salem) he came back. I forgot to state that the 
death and burial of Silas Deemer occurred in the little village of Hillbrook, where he had lived 
for  thirty-one  years.  He had  been  what  is  known in  some  parts  of  the  Union  (which  is 
admittedly a free country) as a 'merchant'; that is to say, he kept a retail shop for the sale of  
such things as are commonly sold in shops of that char- acter. His honesty had never been 
questioned, so far as is known, and he was held in high esteem by all. The only thing that 
could be urged against him by the most censorious was a too close attention to business. It 
was not urged against him, though many another, who manifested it in no greater degree, was 
less leniently judged. The business to which Silas was devoted was mostly his own--that, pos- 
sibly, may have made a difference. At the time of Deemer's death nobody could recol- lect a 
single day, Sundays excepted, that he had not passed in his 'store,' since he had opened it more 
than a quarter-century before. His health having been perfect during all that time, he had been 
unable to discern any validity in whatever may or might have been urged to lure him astray 
from his counter; and it is related that once when he was summoned to the county seat as a 
witness in an important law case and did not attend, the lawyer who had the hardihood to 
move that he be 'ad- monished' was solemnly informed that the Court regarded the proposal 
with  'surprise.'  Judicial  sur-  prise  being  an  emotion  that  attorneys  are  not  com-  monly 
ambitious to arouse, the motion was hastily withdrawn and an agreement with the other side 
effected as to what Mr. Deemer would have said if he had been there--the other side pushing 
its advantage to the extreme and making the supposi- titious testimony distinctly damaging to 
the interests of its proponents. In brief, it was the general feeling in all that region that Silas 
Deemer was the one immobile verity of Hillbrook, and that his transla- tion in space would 
precipitate  some  dismal  public  ill  or  strenuous  calamity.  Mrs.  Deemer  and  two  grown 
daughters occupied the upper rooms of the building, but Silas had never been known to sleep 



elsewhere than on a cot behind the counter of the store. And there, quite by acci- dent, he was 
found one night, dying, and passed away just before the time for taking down the shut- ters. 
Though speechless, he appeared conscious, and it was thought by those who knew him best 
that if the end had unfortunately been delayed beyond the usual hour for opening the store the 
effect upon him would have been deplorable. Such had been Silas Deemer--such the fixity 
and invariety of his life and habit, that the village humor- ist (who had once attended college) 
was moved to bestow upon him the sobriquet of 'Old Ibidem,' and, in the first issue of the 
local newspaper after the death, to explain without offence that Silas had taken 'a day off.' It 
was more than a day, but from the record it appears that well within a month Mr. Deemer 
made it plain that he had not the leisure to be dead. One of Hillbrook's most respected citizens 
was Alvan Creede, a banker. He lived in the finest house in town, kept a carriage and was a 
most estimable man variously. He knew something of the advan- tages of travel, too, having 
been frequently  in  Boston,  and once,  it  was  thought,  in  New York,  though he  modestly 
disclaimed that glittering distinction. The matter is mentioned here merely as a contribution to 
an understanding of Mr. Creede's worth, for either way it is creditable to him--to his intelli- 
gence if he had put himself, even temporarily, into contact with metropolitan culture; to his 
candour if he had not. One pleasant summer evening at about the hour of ten Mr. Creede, 
entering  at  his  garden  gate,  passed  up  the  gravel  walk,  which  looked  very  white  in  the 
moonlight,  mounted the stone steps of his  fine house and pausing a moment inserted his 
latchkey in the door. As he pushed this open he met his wife, who was crossing the passage 
from the parlour to the library. She greeted him pleasantly and pulling the door farther back 
held it for him to enter. Instead, he turned and, looking about his feet in front of the threshold, 
uttered an exclamation of surprise. 'Why!--what the devil,' he said, 'has become of that jug?' 
'What  jug,  Alvan?'  his  wife inquired,  not  very sympathetically.  'A jug of  maple  syrup--I 
brought it along from the store and set it down here to open the door. What the--' 'There, 
there, Alvan, please don't swear again,' said the lady, interrupting. Hillbrook, by the way, is 
not the only place in Christendom where a vestigal polytheism forbids the taking in vain of 
the Evil One's name. The jug of maple syrup which the easy ways of village life had permitted 
Hillbrook's foremost citi- zen to carry home from the store was not there. 'Are you quite sure,  
Alvan?' 'My dear, do you suppose a man does not know when he is carrying a jug? I bought 
that syrup at Deemer's as I was passing. Deemer himself drew it and lent me the jug, and I--' 
The sentence remains to this day unfinished. Mr. Creede staggered into the house, entered the 
parlour and dropped into an armchair, trembling in every limb. He had suddenly remembered 
that Silas Deemer was three weeks dead. Mrs. Creede stood by her husband, regarding him 
with surprise and anxiety. 'For Heaven's sake,' she said, 'what ails you?' Mr. Creede's ailment 
having no obvious relation to the interests of the better land he did not appar- ently deem it 
necessary to expound it on that de- mand; he said nothing--merely stared. There were long 
moments of silence broken by nothing but the measured ticking of the clock, which seemed 
some- what slower than usual,  as if it  were civilly granting them an extension of time in 
which to recover their wits. 'Jane, I have gone mad--that is it.' He spoke thickly and hurriedly. 
'You should have told me; you must have observed my symptoms before they became so 
pronounced that I have observed them myself. I thought I was passing Deemer's store; it was 
open and lit up--that is what I thought; of course it is never open now. Silas Deemer stood at 
his desk behind the counter. My God, Jane, I saw him as distinctly as I see you. Remembering 
that you had said you wanted some maple syrup, I went in and bought some--that is all--I 
bought two quarts of maple syrup from Silas Deemer,  who is dead and underground, but 
nevertheless drew that syrup from a cask and handed it to me in a jug. He talked with me, too, 
rather gravely, I remember, even more so than was his way, but not a word of what he said 
can I now recall. But I saw him-- good Lord, I saw and talked with him--and he is dead So I 
thought, but I'm mad, Jane, I'm as crazy as a beetle;  and you have kept it from me.'  This 



monologue gave the woman time to collect what faculties she had. 'Alvan,' she said, 'you have 
given no evidence of insanity, believe me. This was undoubtedly an illusion--how should it be 
anything else? That would be too terrible! But there is no insanity; you are working too hard 
at the bank. You should not have attended the meeting of directors this evening; any- one 
could see that you were ill; I knew something would occur.' It may have seemed to him that 
the prophecy had lagged a bit, awaiting the event, but he said nothing of that, being concerned 
with  his  own con-  dition.  He was  calm now,  and  could  think  coherently.  'Doubtless  the 
phenomenon was subjective,'  he said, with a somewhat ludicrous transition to the slang of 
science.  'Granting  the  possibility  of  spiritual  apparition  and  even  materialization,  yet  the 
appari-  tion and materialization of a half-gallon brown clay jug--a piece of coarse,  heavy 
pottery evolved from nothing--that is hardly thinkable.' As he finished speaking, a child ran 
into the room --his little daughter. She was clad in a bedgown. Hastening to her father she 
threw her arms about his neck, saying: 'You naughty papa, you forgot to come in and kiss me. 
We heard you open the gate and got up and looked out. And, papa dear, Eddy says mayn't he 
have the little jug when it is empty?' As the full import of that revelation imparted it- self to  
Alvan Creede's understanding he visibly shuddered. For the child could not have heard a word 
of the conversation. The estate of Silas Deemer being in the hands of an administrator who 
had thought  it  best  to  dispose of  the 'business,'  the  store had been closed ever  since the 
owner's death, the goods having been removed by another 'merchant' who had purchased them 
en bloc. The rooms above were vacant as well, for the widow and daughters had gone to 
another  town.  On  the  evening  immediately  after  Alvan  Creede's  adventure  (which  had 
somehow 'got out') a crowd of men, women and children thronged the sidewalk opposite the 
store. That the place was haunted by the spirit of the late Silas Deemer was now well known 
to every resident of Hillbrook, though many affected disbelief. Of these the hardiest, and in a 
general  way  the  youngest,  threw  stones  against  the  front  of  the  building,  the  only  part 
accessible,  but carefully  missed  the unshuttered windows. Incre-  dulity  had not grown to 
malice. A few venturesome souls crossed the street and rattled the door in its frame; struck 
matches and held them near the window; attempted to view the black interior. Some of the 
spectators invited attention to their wit by shouting and groaning and challenging the ghost to 
a foot-race. After a considerable time had elapsed without any manifestation, and many of the 
crowd had gone away, all those remaining began to observe that the interior of the store was 
suffused with a dim, yellow light. At this all demonstrations ceased; the intrepid souls about 
the door and windows fell back to the opposite side of the street and were merged in the 
crowd;  the  small  boys  ceased  throwing  stones.  No-  body  spoke  above  his  breath;  all 
whispered ex- citedly and pointed to the now steadily growing light. How long a time had 
passed since the first faint glow had been observed none could have guessed, but eventually 
the  illumination  was  bright  enough  to  reveal  the  whole  interior  of  the  store;  and  there, 
standing at his desk behind the counter Silas Deemer was distinctly visible! The effect upon 
the crowd was marvellous. It be- gan rapidly to melt away at both flanks, as the timid left the  
place. Many ran as fast as their legs would let them; others moved off with greater dig- nity,  
turning occasionally to look backward over the shoulder. At last a score or more, mostly men, 
remained where they were, speechless, staring, excited. The apparition inside gave them no 
atten- tion; it was apparently occupied with a book of accounts. Presently three men left the 
crowd on the side- walk as if by a common impulse and crossed the street. One of them, a  
heavy man,  was about  to  set  his  shoulder  against  the  door  when it  opened,  ap-  parently 
without  human  agency,  and  the  courageous  investigators  passed  in.  No  sooner  had  they 
crossed the threshold than they were seen by the awed observers outside to be acting in the 
most unaccount- able way. They thrust out their hands before them, pursued devious courses, 
came into violent collision with the counter, with boxes and barrels on the floor, and with one 
another. They turned awkwardly hither and thither and seemed trying to escape, but unable to 



retrace their steps. Their voices were heard in exclamations and curses. But in no way did the 
apparition of Silas Deemer manifest an interest in what was going on. By what impulse the 
crowd was moved none ever recollected, but the entire mass--men, women, children, dogs--
made a simultaneous and tumultu- ous rush for the entrance. They congested the doorway,  
pushing for precedence--resolving them- selves at length into a line and moving up step by 
step.  By some subtle  spiritual  or  physical  alchemy observation  had been transmuted  into 
action--the sightseers had become participants in the spectacle--the audience had usurped the 
stage.  To the only spectator  remaining on the other  side of the street--Alvan Creede,  the 
banker-- the interior of the store with its inpouring crowd continued in full illumination; all 
the strange things going on there were clearly visible. To those inside all was black darkness. 
It was as if each person as he was thrust in at the door had been stricken blind, and was 
maddened by the mischance. They groped with aimless imprecision, tried to force their way 
out against the current, pushed and elbowed, struck at random, fell and were trampled, rose 
and trampled in their turn. They seized one another by the gar- ments, the hair, the beard--
fought  like  animals,  cursed,  shouted,  called  one another  opprobrious  and obscene  names. 
When, finally, Alvan Creede had seen the last person of the line pass into that awful tumult 
the light that had illuminated it was suddenly quenched and all was as black to him as to those 
within. He turned away and left the place. In the early morning a curious crowd had gath- ered 
about 'Deemer's.' It was composed partly of those who had run away the night before, but now 
had the courage of sunshine, partly of honest folk going to their daily toil. The door of the 
store stood open; the place was vacant, but on the walls, the floor, the furniture, were shreds 
of clothing and tan- gles of hair. Hillbrook militant had managed some- how to pull itself out 
and had gone home to medi- cine its hurts and swear that it had been all night in bed. On the 
dusty desk, behind the counter, was the sales book. The entries in it, in Deemer's handwrit- 
ing, had ceased on the 16th day of July, the last of his life. There was no record of a later sale 
to Alvan Creede.  That is the entire story--except that men's  passions having subsided and 
reason having resumed its immemorial sway, it was confessed in Hillbrook that, considering 
the harmless and honourable char- acter of his first commercial transaction under the new 
conditions, Silas Deemer, deceased, might properly have been suffered to resume business at 
the old stand without mobbing. In that judgment the local historian from whose unpublished 
work these facts are compiled had the thoughtfulness to signify his concurrence.

Beyond the wall

MANY years  ago,  on  my way from Hong-Kong to  New York,  I  passed  a  week  in  San 
Francisco. A long time had gone by since I had been in that city, dur- ing which my ventures 
in the Orient had prospered beyond my hope; I was rich and could afford to re- visit my own 
country to renew my friendship with such of the companions of my youth as still lived and 
remembered me with the old affection. Chief of these, I hoped, was Mohun Dampier, an old 
school mate with whom I had held a desultory correspond- ence which had long ceased, as is 
the way of cor- respondence between men. You may have observed that the indisposition to 
write a merely social letter is in the ratio of the square of the distance between you and your  
correspondent. It is a law. I remembered Dampier as a handsome, strong young fellow of 
scholarly tastes, with an aversion to work and a marked indifference to many of the things that 
the world cares for, including wealth, of which, however, he had inherited enough to put him 
beyond the reach of want. In his family, one of the oldest and most aristocratic in the country,  
it was, I think, a matter of pride that no member of it had ever been in trade nor politics, nor  
suffered any kind of dis- tinction. Mohun was a trifle sentimental, and had in him a singular 
element of superstition, which led him to the study of all manner of occult subjects, al- though 



his sane mental health safeguarded him against fantastic and perilous faiths. He made daring 
incursions  into  the  realm  of  the  unreal  without  re-  nouncing  his  residence  in  the  partly 
surveyed and uncharted region of what we are pleased to call certitude. The night of my visit 
to him was stormy.  The Californian winter was on, and the incessant  rain plashed in the 
deserted streets,  or,  lifted  by irregular  gusts  of  wind,  was hurled against  the houses  with 
incredible fury. With no small difficulty my cabman found the right place, away out toward 
the ocean beach, in a sparsely populated suburb. The dwelling, a rather ugly one, apparently,  
stood in the centre of its grounds, which as nearly as I could make out in the gloom were 
destitute of either flowers or grass. Three or four trees, writhing and moaning in the torment 
of the tempest, appeared to be trying to escape from their dismal environment and take the 
chance of finding a better one out at sea. The house was a two-story brick structure with a 
tower, a story higher, at one corner. In a window of that was the only visible light. Something  
in the appearance of the place made me shudder, a performance that may have been assisted 
by a rill of rainwater down my back as I scuttled to cover in the doorway. In answer to my 
note apprising him of my wish to call, Dampier had written, 'Don't ring--open the door and 
come up.' I did so. The staircase was dimly lighted by a single gasjet at the top of the second 
flight. I managed to reach the landing without dis- aster and entered by an open door into the 
lighted square room of the tower. Dampier came forward in gown and slippers to receive me, 
giving me the greeting that I wished, and if I had held a thought that it might more fitly have 
been  accorded  me  at  the  front  door  the  first  look  at  him  dispelled  any  sense  of  his  
inhospitality.  He  was  not  the  same.  Hardly  past  middle  age,  he  had gone  grey  and  had 
acquired a  pronounced stoop.  His  figure was thin and angular,  his  face deeply lined,  his 
complexion deadwhite, without a touch of colour. His eyes, unnaturally large, glowed with a 
fire that was almost uncanny. He seated me, proffered a cigar, and with grave and obvious 
sincerity  assured  me  of  the  pleasure  that  it  gave  him  to  meet  me.  Some  unimportant 
conversation followed, but all the while I was dom- inated by a melancholy sense of the great 
change in him. This he must have perceived, for he sud- denly said with a bright enough 
smile, 'You are disappointed in me--non sum qualis eram.' I hardly knew what to reply, but 
managed to say:  'Why,  really,  I don't know: your Latin is about the same.'  He brightened 
again. 'No,' he said, 'being a dead language, it grows in appropriateness. But please have the 
patience to wait: where I am going there is perhaps a better tongue. Will you care to have a 
message in it?' The smile faded as he spoke, and as he concluded he was looking into my eyes 
with a gravity that distressed me. Yet I would not surrender myself to his mood, nor permit 
him to see how deeply his prescience of death affected me. 'I fancy that it will be long,' I said,  
'before hu- man speech will cease to serve our need; and then the need, with its possibilities of 
service, will have passed.' He made no reply, and I too was silent, for the talk had taken a  
dispiriting turn, yet I knew not how to give it a more agreeable character. Suddenly, in a pause 
of the storm, when the dead silence was almost startling by contrast with the previous up- 
roar, I heard a gentle tapping, which appeared to come from the wall behind my chair. The 
sound was such as might have been made by a human hand, not as upon a door by one asking 
admittance, but rather, I thought, as an agreed signal, an assurance of some one's presence in 
an adjoining room; most of us, I fancy, have had more experience of such communications 
than we should care to relate.  I glanced at Dampier.  If possibly there was some- thing of 
amusement in the look he did not observe it. He appeared to have forgotten my presence, and 
was staring at the wall behind me with an expression in his eyes that I am unable to name,  
although my memory of it is as vivid today as was my sense of it then. The situation was 
embarrassing; I rose to take my leave. At this he seemed to recover himself. 'Please be seated,' 
he said; 'it is nothing--no one is there.' But the tapping was repeated, and with the same gentle, 
slow insistence as before. 'Pardon me,' I said, 'it is late. May I call to- morrow?' He smiled--a 
little mechanically, I thought. 'It is very delicate of you,' said he, 'but quite need- less. Really, 



this  is  the  only  room in  the  tower,  and no one  is  there.  At  least--'  He left  the  sentence 
incomplete, rose, and threw up a window, the only opening in the wall from which the sound 
seemed to come. 'See.' Not clearly knowing what else to do I followed him to the window and 
looked out. A street-lamp some little distance away gave enough light through the murk of the 
rain that was again falling in tor- rents to make it entirely plain that 'no one was there.' In truth 
there was nothing but the sheer blank wall of the tower. Dampier closed the window and 
signing me to my seat resumed his own. The incident was not in itself particularly mysterious; 
any one of a dozen explanations was possible (though none has occurred to me), yet it im- 
pressed  me  strangely,  the  more,  perhaps,  from my  friend's  effort  to  reassure  me,  which 
seemed to dig- nify it with a certain significance and importance. He had proved that no one 
was there, but in that fact lay all the interest; and he proffered no explana- tion. His silence 
was irritating and made me resentful. 'My good friend,' I said, somewhat ironically, I fear, 'I  
am not disposed to question your right to harbour as many spooks as you find agreeable to 
your taste and consistent with your notions of com- panionship; that is no business of mine. 
But being just a plain man of affairs, mostly of this world, I find spooks needless to my peace  
and comfort. I am going to my hotel, where my fellow-guests are still in the flesh.' It was not 
a very civil  speech, but he manifested no feeling about it.  'Kindly remain,'  he said.  'I  am 
grateful for your presence here. What you have heard tonight I believe myself to have heard 
twice before. Now I know it was no illusion. That is much to me--more than you know. Have 
a fresh cigar and a good stock of patience while I tell you the story.' The rain was now falling  
more steadily, with a low, monotonous susurration, interrupted at long intervals by the sudden 
slashing of the boughs of the trees as the wind rose and failed. The night was well advanced, 
but both sympathy and curiosity held me a willing listener to my friend's monologue, which I 
did not interrupt by a single word from be- ginning to end. 'Ten years ago,' he said, 'I occupied 
a ground- floor apartment in one of a row of houses, all alike, away at the other end of the 
town, on what we call Rincon Hill. This had been the best quarter of San Francisco, but had 
fallen  into  neglect  and  decay,  partly  because  the  primitive  character  of  its  domes-  tic 
architecture  no  longer  suited  the  maturing  tastes  of  our  wealthy  citizens,  partly  because 
certain pub- lic improvements had made a wreck of it. The row of dwellings in one of which I 
lived stood a little way back from the street, each having a miniature garden, separated from 
its neighbours by low iron fences and bisected with mathematical precision by a box-bordered 
gravel walk from gate to door. 'One morning as I was leaving my lodging I ob- served a  
young girl entering the adjoining garden on the left. It was a warm day in June, and she was 
lightly gowned in white. From her shoulders hung a broad straw hat profusely decorated with 
flowers and wonderfully beribboned in the fashion of the time. My attention was not long 
held by the exqui- site simplicity of her costume, for no one could look at her face and think 
of  anything  earthly.  Do  not  fear;  I  shall  not  profane  it  by  description;  it  was  beautiful  
exceedingly. All that I had ever seen or dreamed of loveliness was in that matchless living 
picture by the hand of the Divine Artist. So deeply did it move me that, without a thought of 
the im- propriety of the act, I unconsciously bared my head, as a devout Catholic or well-bred 
Protestant  un-  covers  before  an  image  of  the  Blessed  Virgin.  The  maiden  showed  no 
displeasure; she merely turned her glorious dark eyes upon me with a look that made me catch 
my breath, and without other recog- nition of my act passed into the house. For a moment I  
stood motionless, hat in hand, painfully conscious of my rudeness, yet so dominated by the 
emotion inspired by that vision of incomparable beauty that my penitence was less poignant 
than it should have been. Then I went my way, leaving my heart behind. In the natural course 
of things I  should probably have remained away until  nightfall,  but by the middle of the 
afternoon I was back in the little garden, affecting an interest in the few foolish flowers that I 
had never  before observed. My hope was vain;  she did not appear.  'To a night  of unrest 
succeeded a day of expec- tation and disappointment,  but on the day after, as I wandered 



aimlessly about the neighbourhood, I met her. Of course I did not repeat my folly of un-  
covering, nor venture by even so much as too long a look to manifest an interest in her; yet 
my heart was beating audibly. I trembled and consciously coloured as she turned her big black 
eyes upon me with a look of obvious recognition entirely devoid of boldness or coquetry. 'I 
will not weary you with particulars; many times afterward I met the maiden, yet never either 
addressed her or sought to fix her attention. Nor did I take any action toward making her  
acquaintance. Perhaps my forbearance, requiring so supreme an effort of self-denial, will not 
be entirely clear to you. That I was heelsover head in love is true, but who can overcome his 
habit of thought, or reconstruct his character? 'I was what some foolish persons are pleased to 
call, and others, more foolish, are pleased to be called--an aristocrat; and despite her beauty,  
her  charms and grace,  the girl  was not  of my class.  I  had learned her name--which it  is 
needless to speak--and something of her family. She was an orphan, a dependent niece of the 
impossible elderly fat woman in whose lodging-house she lived. My in- come was small and I 
lacked the talent for marry-  ing; it is perhaps a gift.  An alliance with that fam- ily would 
condemn me to its manner of life, part me from my books and studies, and in a social sense 
reduce me to the ranks. It is easy to deprecate such considerations as these and I have not 
retained my- self for the defence. Let judgment be entered against me, but in strict justice all 
my ancestors for genera- tions should be made co-defendants and I be per- mitted to plead in 
mitigation of punishment the imperious mandate of heredity. To a mesalliance of that kind 
every globule of my ancestral blood spoke in opposition. In brief, my tastes, habits, instinct, 
with  whatever  of  reason my love  had left  me--all  fought  against  it.  Moreover,  I  was  an 
irreclaimable sentimentalist, and found a subtle charm in an im- personal and spiritual relation 
which  acquaintance  might  vulgarize  and marriage  would certainly dis-  pel.  No woman,  I 
argued, is what this lovely creature seems. Love is a delicious dream; why should I bring 
about my own awakening? 'The course dictated by all this sense and senti- ment was obvious.  
Honour, pride, prudence, preser- vation of my ideals--all commanded me to go away, but for 
that I was too weak. The utmost that I could do by a mighty effort of will  was to cease  
meeting the girl, and that I did. I even avoided the chance encounters of the garden, leaving 
my lodg- ing only when I knew that she had gone to her music lessons, and returning after 
nightfall. Yet all the while I was as one in a trance, indulging the most fascinating fancies and 
ordering my entire in- tellectual life in accordance with my dream. Ah, my friend, as one 
whose actions have a traceable rela- tion to reason, you cannot know the fool's paradise in 
which I lived.  'One evening the devil  put it  into my head to be an unspeakable idiot.  By 
apparently careless and purposeless questioning I learned from my gossipy landlady that the 
young woman's bedroom adjoined my own, a party-wall between. Yielding to a sudden and 
coarse impulse I gently rapped on the wall. There was no response, naturally, but I was in no 
mood to accept a rebuke. A madness was upon me and I repeated the folly, the offence, but 
again in- effectually, and I had the decency to desist. 'An hour later, while absorbed in some 
of my in- fernal studies, I heard, or thought I heard, my signal answered. Flinging down my 
books I sprang to the wall and as steadily as my beating heart would per- mit gave three slow 
taps upon it. This time the re- sponse was distinct, unmistakable: one, two, three --an exact 
repetition of my signal. That was all I could elicit, but it was enough--too much. 'The next 
evening, and for many evenings after- ward, that folly went on, I always having "the last 
word." During the whole period I was deliriously happy, but with the perversity of my nature 
I per- severed in my resolution not to see her. Then, as I should have expected, I got no 
further answers. "She is disgusted," I said to myself, "with what she thinks my timidity in 
making no more definite advances"; and I resolved to seek her and make her acquaintance 
and--what? I did not know, nor do I now know, what might have come of it. I know only that  
I passed days and days trying to meet her, and all in vain; she was invisible as well as in- 
audible. I haunted the streets where we had met, but she did not come. From my window I 



watched the garden in front of her house, but she passed neither in nor out. I fell into the 
deepest dejection, believing that she had gone away, yet took no steps to resolve my doubt by 
inquiry of my landlady, to whom, indeed, I had taken an unconquerable aversion from her 
having once spoken of the girl with less of reverence than I thought befitting. 'There came a 
fateful night. Worn out with emo- tion, irresolution and despondency, I had retired early and 
fallen into such sleep as was still possible to me. In the middle of the night something--some 
malign power bent upon the wrecking of my peace for ever--caused me to open my eyes and 
sit up, wide awake and listening intently for I knew not what. Then I thought I heard a faint  
tapping on the wall--the mere ghost of the familiar signal. In a few moments it was repeated: 
one, two, three--no louder than before, but addressing a sense alert and strained to receive it. I  
was about to reply when the Adversary of Peace again intervened in my affairs with a rascally 
suggestion  of retaliation.  She had long and cruelly ignored  me;  now I  would ignore her. 
Incredible fatuity--may God forgive it ! All the rest of the night I lay awake, fortifying my 
obstinacy  with  shameless  justifications  and--  listening.  'Late  the  next  morning,  as  I  was 
leaving the house, I met my landlady,  entering.  '"Good morning,  Mr. Dampier," she said. 
"Have you heard the news?" 'I replied in words that I had heard no news; in manner, that I did 
not care to hear any. The manner escaped her observation. '"About the sick young lady next 
door," she babbled on. "What! you did not know? Why,  she has been ill  for weeks. And 
now--" 'I almost sprang upon her. "And now," I cried, "now what?" '"She is dead." 'That is not 
the whole story. In the middle of the night, as I learned later, the patient, awakening from a 
long stupor after a week of delirium, had asked--it was her last utterance--that her bed be 
moved to the opposite side of the room. Those in attendance had thought the request a vagary 
of her delirium, but had complied. And there the poor pass- ing soul had exerted its failing 
will to restore a broken connection--a golden thread of sentiment between its innocence and a 
monstrous baseness owning a blind, brutal allegiance to the Law of Self. 'What reparation 
could I make? Are there masses that can be said for the repose of souls that are abroad such 
nights as this--spirits "blown about by the viewless winds"--coming in the storm and darkness 
with signs and portents, hints of memory and presages of doom? 'This is the third visitation.  
On the  first  occasion  I  was too sceptical  to  do more  than verify by natural  methods  the 
character of the incident; on the sec- ond, I responded to the signal after it had been several 
times repeated, but without result. To-night's recurrence completes the "fatal triad" expounded 
by Parapelius Necromantius. There is no more to tell.' When Dampier had finished his story I 
could think of nothing relevant that I cared to say, and to question him would have been a 
hideous imperti- nence. I rose and bade him good night in a way to convey to him a sense of 
my sympathy, which he silently acknowledged by a pressure of the hand. That night, alone 
with his sorrow and remorse, he passed into the Unknown.

A resumed identity

1
The Review as a Form of Welcome ONE summer night a man stood on a low hill over- 
looking a wide expanse of forest and field. By the full moon hanging low in the west he knew 
what he might not have known otherwise: that it was near the hour of dawn. A light mist lay  
along the earth, partly veiling the lower features of the land- scape, but above it the taller trees 
showed in well- defined masses against a clear sky. Two or three farmhouses were visible 
through the haze, but in none of them, naturally, was a light. Nowhere, in- deed, was any sign 
or suggestion of life except the barking of a distant dog, which, repeated with me- chanical 
iteration, served rather to accentuate than dispel the loneliness of the scene. The man looked 
curiously  about  him  on  all  sides,  as  one  who  among  familiar  surroundings  is  unable  to 



determine his exact place and part in the scheme of things. It is so, perhaps, that we shall act 
when,  risen from the dead,  we await  the call  to  judgment.  A hundred yards  away was a 
straight road, show- ing white in the moonlight. Endeavouring to orient himself, as a surveyor  
or navigator  might  say,  the man moved his eyes  slowly along its  visible  length and at  a  
distance of a quarter-mile to the south of his station saw, dim and grey in the haze, a group of  
horsemen riding to the north. Behind them were men afoot, marching in column, with dimly 
gleam- ing rifles aslant above their shoulders. They moved slowly and in silence. Another 
group  of  horsemen,  another  regiment  of  infantry,  another  and  another  --all  in  unceasing 
motion toward the man's point of view, past it, and beyond. A battery of artillery followed, the 
cannoneers  riding  with  folded  arms  on  limber  and  caisson.  And  still  the  interminable 
procession came out of the obscurity to south and passed into the obscurity to north, with 
never a sound of voice, nor hoof, nor wheel. The man could not rightly understand: he thought 
himself deaf; said so, and heard his own voice, al- though it had an unfamiliar quality that 
almost  alarmed  him;  it  disappointed  his  ear's  expectancy  in  the  matter  of  timbre  and 
resonance. But he was not deaf, and that for the moment sufficed. Then he remembered that 
there are natural phe- nomena to which some one has given the name 'acoustic shadows.' If 
you stand in an acoustic shadow there is one direction from which you will hear nothing. At 
the battle of Gaines's Mill, one of the fiercest conflicts of the Civil War, with a hundred guns 
in play, spectators a mile and a half away on the opposite side of the Chickahominy Val- ley 
heard nothing of what they clearly saw. The bombardment of Port Royal, heard and felt at St.  
Augustine, a hundred and fifty miles to the south, was inaudible two miles to the north in a 
still at- mosphere. A few days before the surrender at Ap- pomattox a thunderous engagement 
between the commands of Sheridan and Pickett was unknown to the latter commander, a mile  
in the rear of his own line. These instances were not known to the man of whom we write, but  
less striking ones of the same character had not escaped his observation. He was profoundly 
disquieted, but for another reason than the uncanny silence of that moonlight march. 'Good 
Lord! ' he said to himself--and again it was as if another had spoken his thought--'if those 
people are what I take them to be we have lost the battle and they are moving on Nashville!'  
Then came a thought of self--an apprehension --a strong sense of personal peril, such as in an- 
other we call fear. He stepped quickly into the shadow of a tree. And still the silent battalions 
moved slowly forward in the haze. The chill of a sudden breeze upon the back of his neck 
drew his attention to the quarter whence it came, and turning to the east he saw a faint grey 
light along the horizon--the first sign of return- ing day. This increased his apprehension. 'I 
must get away from here,' he thought, 'or I shall be discovered and taken.' He moved out of 
the shadow, walking rapidly toward the greying east. From the safer seclusion of a clump of 
cedars he looked back. The entire column had passed out of sight: the straight white road lay 
bare and desolate in the moonlight! Puzzled before, he was now inexpressibly aston- ished. So 
swift a passing of so slow an army!--he could not comprehend it. Minute after minute passed 
unnoted; he had lost his sense of time. He sought with a terrible earnestness a solution of the 
mystery, but sought in vain. When at last he roused himself from his abstraction the sun's rim 
was visi- ble above the hills, but in the new conditions he found no other light than that of 
day;  his  under-  standing  was  involved  as  darkly  in  doubt  as  before.  On  every  side  lay 
cultivated  fields  showing  no  sign  of  war  and  war's  ravages.  From the  chimneys  of  the 
farmhouses thin ascensions of blue smoke signalled preparations for a day's  peaceful toil. 
Hav- ing stilled its immemorial allocution to the moon, the watchdog was assisting a negro 
who, prefixing a team of mules to the plough, was flatting and sharp- ing contentedly at his 
task. The hero of this tale stared stupidly at the pastoral picture as if he had never seen such a  
thing  in  all  his  life;  then  he  put  his  hand  to  his  head,  passed  it  through  his  hair  and, 
withdrawing it, attentively considered the palm--a singular thing to do. Apparently reassured 
by the act, he walked confidently toward the road.



2
When You have Lost Your Life Consult a Physician Dr. Stilling Malson, of Murfreesboro, 
having vis- ited a patient six or seven miles away, on the Nash- ville road, had remained with 
him all night. At day- break he set out for home on horseback, as was the custom of doctors of 
the time and region. He had passed into the neighbourhood of Stone's River bat- tlefield when 
a  man  approached  him  from  the  road-  side  and  saluted  in  the  military  fashion,  with  a 
movement of the right hand to the hat-brim. But the hat was not a military hat, the man was 
not in uni- form and had not a martial bearing. The doctor nodded civilly, half thinking that  
the stranger's un- common greeting was perhaps in deference to the historic surroundings. As 
the stranger evidently de- sired speech with him he courteously reined in his horse and waited. 
'Sir,' said the stranger, 'although a civilian, you are perhaps an enemy.' 'I am a physician,' was 
the non-committal reply. 'Thank you,' said the other. 'I am a lieutenant, of the staff of General  
Hazen.' He paused a moment and looked sharply at the person whom he was addressing, then 
added, 'Of the Federal army.' The physician merely nodded. 'Kindly tell me,' continued the 
other,  'what  has  happened  here.  Where  are  the  armies?  Which  has  won the  battle?'  The 
physician regarded his questioner curiously with half-shut eyes.  After a professional scru- 
tiny, prolonged to the limit of politeness, 'Pardon me,' he said; 'one asking information should 
be willing to impart it. Are you wounded?' he added, smiling. 'Not seriously--it seems.' The 
man removed the unmilitary hat, put his hand to his head, passed it through his hair and, 
withdrawing it,  attentively  considered  the  palm.  'I  was  struck by a  bullet  and have  been 
unconscious. It must have been a light, glancing blow: I find no blood and feel no pain. I will  
not trouble you for treatment, but will you kindly direct me to my command--to any part of 
the Federal army--if you know?' Again the doctor did not immediately reply: he was recalling 
much that is recorded in the books of his profession--something about lost identity and the 
effect of familiar scenes in restoring it. At length he looked the man in the face, smiled, and 
said: 'Lieutenant, you are not wearing the uniform of your rank and service.' At this the man 
glanced down at his civilian attire, lifted his eyes, and said with hesitation: 'That is true. I--I 
don't  quite understand.'  Still  regarding him sharply but not unsympathetically,  the man of 
science bluntly inquired: 'How old are you?' 'Twenty-three--if that has anything to do with it.'  
'You don't look it; I should hardly have guessed you to be just that.' The man was growing 
impatient. 'We need not discuss that,' he said: 'I want to know about the army. Not two hours 
ago I saw a column of troops moving northward on this road. You must have met them. Be 
good enough to tell me the colour of their clothing, which I was unable to make out, and I'll 
trouble you no more.' 'You are quite sure that you saw them?' 'Sure? My God, sir, I could have 
counted them!' 'Why, really,' said the physician, with an amusing consciousness of his own 
resemblance to the loquacious barber of the Arabian Nights, 'this is very interesting. I met no 
troops.'  The man looked at  him coldly,  as if  he had himself  observed the likeness to  the 
barber. 'It is plain,' he said, 'that you do not care to assist me. Sir, you may go to the devil!' He 
turned  and  strode  away,  very  much  at  random,  across  the  dewy fields,  his  half-penitent 
tormentor quietly watching him from his point of vantage in the saddle till  he disappeared 
beyond an array of trees.

3
The Danger of Looking into a Pool of Water After leaving the road the man slackened his 
pace, and now went forward, rather deviously, with a distinct feeling of fatigue. He could not 
account for this, though truly the interminable loquacity of that country doctor offered itself in 
explanation. Seating himself upon a rock, he laid one hand upon his knee, back upward, and 
casually looked at it. It was lean and withered. He lifted both hands to his face. It was seamed 
and furrowed; he could trace the lines with the tips of his  fingers. How strange!--a mere 



bullet-stroke and a brief unconsciousness should not make one a physical wreck. 'I must have 
been a  long time in hospital,'  he said aloud.  'Why,  what  a  fool  I  am!  The battle  was in 
December, and it is now summer!' He laughed. 'No wonder that fellow thought me an escaped 
lunatic.  He was wrong: I am only an escaped patient.'  At a little  distance a small  plot of 
ground enclosed by a stone wall caught his attention. With no very definite intent he rose and 
went to it. In the centre was a square, solid monument of hewn stone. It was brown with age, 
weatherworn at the angles, spotted with moss and lichen. Between the massive blocks were 
strips of grass the leverage of whose roots had pushed them apart. In answer to the challenge 
of this ambitious structure Time had laid his destroy- ing hand upon it, and it would soon be 
'one with Nineveh and Tyre.' In an inscription on one side his eye caught a familiar name. 
Shaking with excitement, he craned his body across the wall and read: HAZEN'S BRIGADE 
to The Memory of Its Soldiers who fell at Stone River, Dec. 31, 1862. The man fell back from 
the wall, faint and sick. Almost within an arm's length was a little depression in the earth; it 
had been filled by a recent rain--a pool of clear water. He crept to it to revive himself, lifted 
the  upper  part  of  his  body on  his  trembling  arms,  thrust  forward  his  head  and  saw the 
reflection of his face, as in a mirror. He uttered a terrible cry. His arms gave way; he fell, face 
downward, into the pool and yielded up the life that had spanned another life.

One summer night

    THE fact that Henry Armstrong was buried did not seem to him to prove that he was 
dead: he had al- ways been a hard man to convince. That he really was buried, the testimony 
of his senses compelled him to admit. His posture--flat upon his back, with his hands crossed 
upon his stomach and tied with something that he easily broke without profitably altering the 
situation--the strict confinement of his entire person, the black darkness and profound silence, 
made a body of evidence impossible to controvert and he accepted it without cavil. 

  But dead--no; he was only very, very ill. He had, withal, the invalid's apathy and did not 
greatly  con-  cern  himself  about  the  uncommon  fate  that  had  been  allotted  to  him.  No 
philosopher was he--just a plain, commonplace person gifted, for the time be- ing, with a 
pathological indifference: the organ that he feared consequences with was torpid. So, with no 
particular apprehension for his immediate fu- ture, he fell asleep and all was peace with Henry 
Armstrong. 

  But  something was going on overhead.  It  was a  dark summer  night,  shot through with 
infrequent shimmers of lightning silently firing a cloud lying low in the west and portending a 
storm.  These  brief,  stammering  illuminations  brought  out  with  ghastly  distinctness  the 
monuments and headstones of the cemetery and seemed to set them dancing. It was not a 
night in which any credible witness was likely to be straying about a cemetery, so the three 
men who were there, digging into the grave of Henry Armstrong, felt reasonably secure. 

  Two of them were young students from a medi- cal college a few miles away; the third was a 
gigan- tic negro known as Jess. For many years Jess had been employed about the cemetery as 
a man-of-all- work and it was his favourite pleasantry that he knew 'every soul in the place.'  
From the nature of what he was now doing it was inferable that the place was not so populous 
as its register may have shown it to be. 

  Outside the wall, at the part of the grounds farthest from the public road, were a horse and a 
light wagon, waiting. 



  The work of excavation was not difficult: the earth with which the grave had been loosely 
filled a few hours before offered little resistance and was soon thrown out. Removal of the 
casket from its box was less easy, but it was taken out, for it was aperquisite of Jess, who 
carefully unscrewed the cover and laid it aside, exposing the body in black trousers and white 
shirt. At that instant the air sprang to flame, a cracking shock of thunder shook the stunned 
world and Henry Armstrong tranquilly sat up. With inarticulate cries the men fled in terror, 
each in a different direction. For nothing on earth could two of them have been persuaded to 
return. But Jess was of another breed. 

  In the grey of the morning the two students, pallid and haggard from anxiety and with the 
terror of their adventure still beating tumultuously in their blood, met at the medical college. 

  'You saw it?' cried one. 

  'God! yes--what are we to do?' 

  They went around to the rear of the building, where they saw a horse, attached to a light 
wagon, hitched to a gatepost near the door of the dissecting- room. Mechanically they entered 
the room. On a bench in the obscurity sat the negro Jess. He rose, grinning, all eyes and teeth. 

  'I'm waiting for my pay,' he said. 

  Stretched naked on a long table lay the body of Henry Armstrong, the head defiled with 
blood and clay from a blow with a spade

The realm of the unreal

1
   FOR a part of the distance between Auburn and Newcastle the road--first on one side of a 
creek and then on the other--occupies the whole bottom of the ravine, being partly cut out of 
the  steep  hillside,  and  partly  built  up  with  boulders  removed  from the  creek-bed  by the 
miners. The hills are wooded, the course of the ravine is sinuous. In a dark night care- ful 
driving is required in order not to go off into the water. The night that I have in memory was 
dark, the creek a torrent, swollen by a recent storm. I had driven up from Newcastle and was 
within about a mile of Auburn in the darkest and narrowest part of the ravine, looking intently 
ahead of my horse for the roadway. Suddenly I saw a man almost under the animal's nose, and 
reined in with a jerk that came near setting the creature upon its haunches.  

  'I beg your pardon,' I said; 'I did not see you, sir.'  

  'You could hardly be expected to see me,' the man replied civilly, approaching the side of the 
vehicle; 'and the noise of the creek prevented my hearing you.'  

  I at once recognized the voice, although five years had passed since I had heard it. I was not  
particu- larly well pleased to hear it now.  

  'You are Dr. Dorrimore, I think,' said I.  

  'Yes; and you are my good friend Mr. Manrich. I am more than glad to see you--the excess,'  
he added, with a light laugh, 'being due to the fact that I am going your way, and naturally 
expect an invitation to ride with you.'  



  'Which I extend with all my heart.'  

  That was not altogether true.  

  Dr. Dorrimore thanked me as he seated himself beside me, and I drove cautiously forward, 
as before. Doubtless it is fancy, but it seems to me now that the remaining distance was made 
in a chill fog; that I was uncomfortably cold; that the way was longer than ever before, and the 
town, when we reached it, cheerless, forbidding, and desolate. It must have been early in the 
evening, yet I do not recollect a light in any of the houses nor a living thing in the streets.  
Dorrimore explained at some length how he hap- pened to be there, and where he had been 
during the years that had elapsed since I had seen him. I recall the fact of the narrative, but 
none of the facts narrated. He had been in foreign countries and had returned--this is all that 
my memory retains, and this I already knew. As to myself I cannot remember that I spoke a 
word, though doubtless I did.  

  Of  one  thing  I  am  distinctly  conscious:  the  man's  presence  at  my  side  was  strangely 
distasteful and disquieting--so much so that when I at last pulled up under the lights of the 
Putnam House I  experi-  enced a sense of having escaped some spiritual  peril  of a nature 
peculiarly forbidding. This sense of relief was somewhat modified by the discovery that Dr. 
Dorrimore was living at the same hotel.  

2

  In  partial  explanation  of  my  feelings  regarding  Dr.  Dorrimore  I  will  relate  briefly  the 
circumstances under which I had met him some years before. One evening a half-dozen men 
of whom I was one were sitting in the library of the Bohemian Club in San Francisco. The 
conversation had turned to the sub- ject of sleight-of-hand and the feats  of the prestidigi- 
tateurs, one of whom was then exhibiting at a local theatre.  

  'These fellows are pretenders in a double sense,' said one of the party; 'they can do nothing 
which it is worth one's while to be made a dupe by. The humblest wayside juggler in India 
could mystify them to the verge of lunacy.'  

  'For example, how?' asked another, lighting a cigar.  

  'For example, by all their common and familiar performances--throwing large objects into 
the air which never come down; causing plants to sprout, grow visibly and blossom, in bare 
ground chosen by spectators; putting a man into a wicker basket, piercing him through and 
through with a sword while he shrieks and bleeds, and then--the basket being opened nothing 
is there; tossing the free end of a silken ladder into the air, mounting it and disappearing.'  

  'Nonsense!' I said, rather uncivilly, I fear. 'You surely do not believe such things?'  

  'Certainly not: I have seen them too often.'  

  'But I do,' said a journalist of considerable local fame as a picturesque reporter. 'I have so 
frequently  related  them  that  nothing  but  observation  could  shake  my  conviction.  Why, 
gentlemen, I have my own word for it.'  

  Nobody laughed--all were looking at something behind me. Turning in my seat I saw a

man  in  evening  dress  who had  just  entered  the  room.  He  was  exceedingly  dark,  almost  
swarthy, with a thin face, black-bearded to the lips, an abundance of coarse black hair in some 
disorder, a high nose and eyes that glittered with as soulless an expression as those of a cobra. 



One of the group rose and introduced him as Dr. Dorrimore, of Calcutta. As each of us was 
presented in turn he acknowledged the fact with a profound bow in the Oriental manner, but 
with nothing of Oriental gravity. His smile impressed me as cynical and a trifle contemptuous. 
His whole demeanour I can describe only as disagreeably engaging.  

  His  presence  led  the  conversation  into  other  chan-  nels.  He  said  little--I  do  not  recall 
anything of what he did say. I thought his voice singularly rich and melodious, but it affected 
me in the same way as his eyes and smile. In a few minutes I rose to go. He also rose and put 
on his overcoat.  

  'Mr. Manrich,' he said, 'I am going your way.'  

  'The devil you are!' I thought. 'How do you know which way I am going?' Then I said, 'I  
shall be pleased to have your company.'  

  We left the building together. No cabs were in sight, the street cars had gone to bed, there 
was a full moon and the cool night air was delightful; we walked up the California Street Hill.  
I  took that  direction thinking he would naturally wish to take another,  toward one of the 
hotels.  

  'You do not believe what is told of the Hindu jugglers,' he said abruptly.  

  'How do you know that?' I asked.  

  Without replying he laid his hand lightly upon my arm and with the other pointed to the 
stone side- walk directly in front. There, almost at our feet, lay the dead body of a man, the 
face upturned and white in the moonlight! A sword whose hilt sparkled with gems stood fixed 
and upright in the breast; a pool of blood had collected on the stones of the sidewalk.  

  I was startled and terrified--not only by what I saw, but by the circumstances under which I 
saw it. Repeatedly during our ascent of the hill my eyes, I thought, had traversed the whole 
reach of that sidewalk, from street to street.  How could they have been insensible to this 
dreadful object now so con- spicuous in the white moonlight.  

  As my dazed faculties cleared I observed that the body was in evening dress; the overcoat 
thrown wide open revealed  the dress-coat,  the white  tie,  the broad expanse of shirt  front 
pierced by the sword. And--horrible revelation!--the face, except for its pallor, was that of my 
companion!  It  was  to  the  minutest  detail  of  dress  and  feature  Dr.  Dorri-  more  himself.  
Bewildered and horrified, I turned to look for the living man. He was nowhere visible, and 
with an added terror I retired from the place, down the hill in the direction whence I had 
come. I had taken but a few strides when a strong grasp upon my shoulder arrested me. I came 
near crying out with terror: the dead man, the sword still fixed in his breast, stood beside me!  
Pulling out the sword with his disengaged hand, he flung it from him, the moonlight glinting 
upon the jewels of its hilt and the unsullied steel of its blade. It fell with a clang upon the 
sidewalk ahead and--vanished! The man, swarthy as before, relaxed his grasp upon my shoul- 
der and looked at me with the same cynical regard that I had observed on first meeting him. 
The dead have not that look--it partly restored me, and turn- ing my head backward, I saw the  
smooth white expanse of sidewalk, unbroken from street to street.  

  'What is  all  this  nonsense, you devil?'  I  de- manded,  fiercely enough, though weak and 
trembling in every limb.  

  'It is what some are pleased to call jugglery,' he answered, with a light, hard laugh.  



  He turned down Dupont Street and I saw him no more until we met in the Auburn ravine.  

3

  On the day after my second meeting with Dr. Dorrimore I did not see him: the clerk in the 
Put- nam House explained that a slight illness confined him to his rooms. That afternoon at 
the  railway  station  I  was  surprised  and  made  happy  by  the  unexpected  arrival  of  Miss 
Margaret Corray and her mother, from Oakland.  

  This is  not a  love story.  I  am no storyteller,  and love as it  is  cannot  be portrayed  in a 
literature domi- nated and enthralled by the debasing tyranny which 'sentences letters' in the 
name of the Young Girl. Under the Young Girl's blighting reign--or rather under the rule of 
those false Ministers of the Censure who have appointed themselves to the custody of her 
welfare--Love  

   veils her sacred fires, And, unaware, Morality expires, famished upon the sifted meal and 
distilled water of a prudish purveyance.  

  Let it suffice that Miss Corray and I were engaged in marriage. She and her mother went to  
the hotel at which I lived, and for two weeks I saw her daily. That I was happy needs hardly 
be said; the only bar to my perfect enjoyment of those golden days was the presence of Dr.  
Dorrimore, whom I had felt compelled to introduce to the ladies.  

  By them he was evidently held in favour. What could I say? I knew absolutely nothing to his 
dis- credit. His manners were those of a cultivated and considerate gentleman; and to women 
a man's man- ner is the man. On one or two occasions when I saw Miss Corray walking with 
him I was furious, and once had the indiscretion to protest. Asked for rea- sons, I had none to 
give, and fancied I saw in her expression a shade of contempt for the vagaries of a jealous 
mind. In time I grew morose and con- sciously disagreeable, and resolved in my madness to 
return to San Francisco the next day. Of this, however, I said nothing.  

4

  There was at Auburn an old, abandoned cemetery. It was nearly in the heart of the town, yet 
by night it was as gruesome a place as the most dismal of human moods could crave. The 
railings about the plots were prostrate, decayed, or altogether gone. Many of the graves were 
sunken, from others grew sturdy pines, whose roots had committed unspeak- able sin. The 
headstones were fallen and broken across; brambles overran the ground; the fence was mostly 
gone, and cows and pigs wandered there at will; the place was a dishonour to the living, a 
calumny on the dead, a blasphemy against God.  

  The evening of the day on which I had taken my madman's resolution to depart in anger 
from all that was dear to me found me in that congenial spot. The light of the half moon fell  
ghostly through the foliage of trees in spots and patches, revealing much that was unsightly,  
and the black shadows seemed conspiracies withholding to the proper time revelations of 
darker import. Passing along what had been a gravel path, I saw emerging from shadow the 
figure of Dr. Dorrimore. I was myself in shadow, and stood still with clenched hands and set 
teeth, trying to control the impulse to leap upon and stran- gle him. A moment later a second 
figure joined him and clung to his arm. It was Margaret Corray!  

  I cannot rightly relate what occurred. I know that I sprang forward, bent upon murder; I 
know that I was found in the grey of the morning, bruised and bloody, with finger marks upon 



my throat. I was taken to the Putnam House, where for days I lay in a delirium. All this I  
know, for I  have been told.  And of my own knowledge I  know that when consciousness 
returned with convalescence I sent for the clerk of the hotel.  

  'Are Mrs. Corray and her daughter still here?' I asked.  

  'What name did you say?'  

  'Corray.'  

  'Nobody of that name has been here.'  

  'I beg you will not trifle with me,' I said petu- lantly. 'You see that I am all right now; tell me  
the truth.'  

  'I give you my word,' he replied with evident sin- cerity,  'we have had no guests of that 
name.'  

  His words stupefied me. I lay for a few moments in silence; then I asked: 'Where is Dr. 
Dorrimore?'  

  'He left on the morning of your fight and has not been heard of since. It was a rough deal he  
gave you.'  

5

  Such are the facts of this case. Margaret Corray is now my wife. She has never seen Auburn, 
and dur- ing the weeks whose history as it shaped itself in my brain I have endeavoured to 
relate, was living at her home in Oakland, wondering where her lover was and why he did not 
write. The other day I saw in the Baltimore Sun the following paragraph:  

   'Professor Valentine Dorrimore, the hypnotist, had a large audience last night. The lecturer, 
who has lived most of his life in India, gave some mar- vellous exhibitions of his power, 
hypnotizing anyone who chose to submit himself to the experiment, by merely looking at him. 
In  fact,  he  twice  hypnotized  the  entire  audience  (reporters  alone  exempted),  making  all 
entertain the most extraordinary illusions. The most valuable feature of the lecture was the 
disclosure of the methods of the Hindu jugglers in their famous performances, familiar in the 
mouths of travellers. The professor declares that these thaumaturgists have acquired such skill 
in the art which he learned at their feet that they perform their miracles by simply throwing 
the "spectators" into a state of hypnosis and telling them what to see and hear. His assertion 
that a peculiarly susceptible subject may be kept in the realm of the unreal for weeks, months,  
and even years, dominated by what- ever delusions and hallucinations the operator may from 
time to time suggest, is a trifle disquieting.'  
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